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Abstract

The fast globalization process of the last decade required companies to

optimize production decreasing downtimes and scraps. Additionally,

companies require tools for decision support in maintenance, orders

scheduling and marketing.

This thesis aims to develop a new innovative architecture for monitoring

and SCADA systems able to centralize data and support data analytics

for ideally every kind of productions. The core of the innovation is the

definition and management inside the platform of a JSON configuration

which describe the machine to be monitored.

First, a literature review about the state of the art of technologies for

web platform and distributed web system is performed, afterwards the

architecture is explained and some cases study provided in different

areas of production.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

For years, SCADA systems were responsible to monitor and control the

production process and notify any anomalies detected. The concept of

SCADA system is recently evolved going towards a global dimension.

Today, Cloud technologies and a powerful Internet connection allow en-

gineers to design global systems able to collect, elaborate and store big

amount of data and to provide the results of such elaboration in every

part of the world real-time. In the scenario just explained, it is easy

to understand that a new concept of production can be imagined and

companies are trying to implement new services in order to improve the

competitiveness in their business model. In fact, in the last few years,

big enterprises have led application studies where emerge the impor-

tance of data. In this new industrial revolution, indeed, the data is the

most important valuable entity. Then, the quality of data has become

fundamental to provide simple, optimum and fast response in order

to solve problems or faults in production, management or customer’s
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

service. The concept expressed in the previous sentence highlights the

way which companies are moving and focusing their effort. Customer’s

services, in fact, make the difference in a market where information

runs very fast and competitiveness between companies is very high. In

the following chapters an innovative architecture for modern monitor-

ing systems will be widely described. This new architecture allows to

integrate data from different existing systems and provides a communi-

cation channel where messages (or commands) run in both directions,

from the server to machines and from machines to the server.

1.1 A new architecture for monitoring sys-

tems

The work proposed is the result of 3 years of study in manufacturing

industry. Joining companies’ needs and exploiting the newest technolo-

gies in the software field, a distributed, global, web based monitoring

system has been designed, developed and now tested in several com-

panies. The purpose of the project is to overcome the limitation given

by current market solution where the different parts which compose a

monitoring system are usually sold separately and the integration of

them requires new design and development phase with the risk to intro-

duce some inefficiencies. Modern monitoring systems require also two

ways of communication where machines send most of the data involved

in the monitoring process, but they must be able to receive instruction

such as setup parameters, production scheduling and process settings.

2



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The last sentence mentioned outlines the biggest difference between

a general system assembled with third parties software and devices,

and a general system integrates such as the one described in this the-

sis. Along the explanation of the architecture, the monitoring system

will be represented as simple as possible considering every service as

single entity. The reader must keep in mind that, in order to avoid sin-

gle point of failure, every entity in the architecture is replicated more

than one time creating a distributed system where entities of the same

service are managed by a load balancer that equally balance the com-

putational load of requests to that service and redirect the data traffic

on other entities in case of failure of one of them. the main objectives

to achieve are the following:

• Create a distributed system which manages data collection, data

storage and data visualization easy to configure and open to sev-

eral protocols.

• Propose a server based architecture explaining why this solution,

though still not used in practice, is more suitable for new era

monitoring systems compared with the current available solutions.

• Create an architecture able to implement interfaces with other

data system such as MES and ERP.

• Enable the chance to introduce machine learning algorithms to-

ward predictive maintenance.

• Allow the access to data from everywhere.

3



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Finally, the work proposed is to consider as a complete product ready

to be installed and run, data are immediately ready to be consulted

through a web browser and other applications can use the same real-

time data to implement new services or access to the database for

further analysis.

1.2 The State of the Art

Chapter 2 gives a complete landscape about how technologies have

evolved since the born of web and which of them have been applied in

distributed system such as the one proposed in this thesis. Since the

limited memory available on ICT systems and the limited capacity to

elaborate data going through the limited Internet bandwidth, SCADA

systems and many of other enterprise software were developed as stand

alone application properly customized ad hoc for the current needs of

the company which requested the installation. From the born of DCS

on, the technologies behind SCADA and monitoring systems progres-

sively increased until now when all the data run on the Internet and

are accessible worldwide. The amount of data available is also changed

and a new generation of database management systems was necessary

to excellently manage and elaborate data when the frequency of IN-

SERT and SELECT operations become huge. One more major aspect

concerns the ability of the system to give a feedback to machines and

send commands since an efficient data acquisition process is no longer

enough to guarantee high competitiveness to companies that relies on

data analytics in the way to improve their production. Finally, field-bus

4



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

and Internet protocols have impressively evolved opening new oppor-

tunities to manage data and offer new services. All those changes con-

tributed to require a new architecture to manage data and make them

available introducing all these new technologies and implementing new

mechanism to exchange data.

1.3 Architecture design in monitoring sys-

tem

Chapter 3 presents the designed architecture for monitoring systems.

This architecture wants to be an innovative solution for companies ap-

plicable for every kind of industry where machine or production lines

must be controlled and maintained. The objective is to build a mon-

itoring system that allow to access data worldwide and provide crit-

ical information about the status of production assets by elaborating

data with machine learning algorithm developed ad hoc based on the

tool which the company wants to monitor. In this way, the produc-

tion is continuously monitored and analyzed reducing probability of

unexpected faults and then downtime of machine. The company also

monitors the complete process of production and with this information

can certify its products ensuring high quality to its customers. Every

asset or machine can be easily monitored by creating a configuration

file described in JSON format that specify the protocol type and the

variable wanted to be acquired. In order to do that, cloud technol-

ogy is used. Cloud computing offers a series of services which help

5



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

engineers in design phase providing solution automatically redounded,

100% available, cross region and with potentially unlimited memory

and computational capacity. All part of the architecture included con-

figurations and protocol message format will be carefully explained

along the chapter.

1.4 Problems description

In chapter 4 an analysis of common problems solvable using the studied

architecture are proposed. This is not to intend as a unique solution

of the problem itself, but widespread problems discovered interviewing

managers and responsible around the companies on which I tried to

solve proposing at first a way to collect data in an efficient and reliable

way and working on the final target afterwards. Being the solution

presented suitable for any kind of machine or plant, I could apply the

aforementioned platform on all the use cases presented along the thesis.

The analyzed problems are the following:

• Quality control: with the appearance of new powerful sensors

and acquisition hardware, quality control systems offer the op-

portunity to apply high precision control on geometry, defects

and process drifts.

• Fault detection (or predictive maintenance): cloud computing of-

fers high performance CPU which enable fast computation of big

amount of data. With this technology, introducing specific algo-

rithms is possible to identify faults of tools of machines before

6
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they appear.

• Scheduling: with a complete overview of the process and real-

time data, a monitoring system may also offer functionalities of

operations scheduling able to optimize the production and reduce

delivery time.

The 3 topics cited are a selection of problems preparatory to introduce

the applicative examples of the chapter 5.

1.5 Applicative examples

In chapter 5 some applicative examples of the problems explained in

the previous chapters are described. All the work proposed were di-

rectly followed and in most of cases directed by me. The purpose of the

chapter is to present some real experience which the use of the architec-

ture proposed either solved or helped to solve the problems described

in the previous chapter. Briefly, The cases study present the use of the

monitoring system in the following areas:

• Using the edge computing to prevent damages and ensure main-

tenance to critical assets such as circuit breakers and continuous

casting plant in steel production adding particular attention to

keep high quality in the final product.

• Monitoring assets to increase the quality of production. In this

specific context 2 projects will be presented, a complete moni-

toring system for textile looms and a monitoring system acts to

7
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improve the traceability of molds for press machinery.

• Big data for data analytics act to build a simulation model for

scheduling algorithm implementation. Here the elaboration of

acquired data provides input, constraint and output on which

train the algorithm built.

Moreover, the full architecture is becoming an industrial product to

monitor machines, cells or plants. The number of customers which

are approaching this solution are increasing due to the integrability,

accessibility and expandability of the product.

1.6 Conclusions

The last chapter will give a review of the overall content of the thesis,

providing a critical analysis on advantages and disadvantages of the

solution provided. Furthermore, a brief comment of the solution im-

plemented and the improvements which may be applied in the future.

8



Chapter 2

State of the Art

Along the chapter 2, the state of the art of monitoring systems is

presented analyzing the evolution of technologies since the 2000s to

today. From field-bus to web technologies for visualization, the data

transmission is explained. For those people who dealt with BEinCPPS

[7], they may find the following topics an extension of the BEinCPPS

project which aims to integrate and experiment a Fl-based machine-

factory (FI stands for Future Internet). In fact, BEinCPPS project and

this thesis share the same goal.

2.1 Maintenance and monitoring in indus-

try

A monitoring system observes and tracks the operations and activities

of users, applications and services on a machine or enterprise systems

[8]. In the last few years, for industries, this concept has evolved in what
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is called Cyber-Physical System (CPS) which is defined as combination

of physical assets and digital representation of a machine or production

plant.

The term cyber-physical system was coined in 2006 by Helen Gill

of the US National Science Foundation [9]. In detail CPSs are engi-

neered systems that are designed to interact seamlessly with networks

of physical and computational components. These systems will provide

the foundation of our critical infrastructure and improve our quality of

life in many areas [10]. According with 5C architecture [1], a CPS is

characterized by a layer architecture represented in Figure 2.1:

• Smart Connection Level. This level involves in sensor networks,

machine communication layer and low-level plug & play devices.

Raw sensors data are gathered in this level and the same data

will feed all the implementations of the higher levels of the archi-

tecture.

• Data to Information Conversion Level. This level provides the

first algorithms for component machine health, predictive main-

tenance and data correlation (the role of predictive maintenance

is well explained in [11]).

• Cyber Level. This level is the core of 5C architecture, a digital

twin model is used to predict the future behavior of components

or machines. This allows comparing physical and cyber results.

• Cognitive Level. In this level, the implementation of CPS gener-

ates a whole knowledge for the monitored system. Data become

10
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information that supports decision making for expert users.

• Configuration Level. This level provides the feedback from cyber

space to physical space applying control to make self-configure and

self-adaptive features towards the Zero Defect Manufacturing (an

example of life-cycle approach for ZDM is described in [12]).

Figure 2.1: 5C architecure for CPS (source [1])

From his manuscript, Bartocci distinguishes CPS between two ma-

jor contexts in which a monitoring system can take place: monitoring

of real systems during their execution measuring Key Performance In-

dex (KPI) and throwing alarms when the underlying KPIs drive out of

bound, and monitoring model-based systems while running simulations

the system generates data that must be evaluated a posteriori [13] [14].

11
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This thesis focuses on the former context as described below. The im-

plementation of a CPS aims to take advantage of use data collected

from field to implement new services or applications and not just for

the mere data visualization. In fact, before the coming of Industry

4.0, data were stored to monitor real-time process and compile statis-

tics and reports. From this mere data acquisition, the first machine

learning algorithms are applied for predictive maintenance and simu-

lation models are integrated for real-time fault detection. These new

features in monitoring systems guesses to move from systems with high

memory and I/O database speed towards high computational perfor-

mance The need of high computational power on server-side platform

has favored the born of cloud systems and design concept oriented

towards a centralized and modular architecture. Machine learning al-

gorithms are then installed as modules of monitoring system platform

and they extract data from database for the elaboration. According

to the best practice of smart analytics in modern industry [15], the al-

gorithm output is representative of the system status and can be read

and understood from any kind of user in the company, expert or noob.

Jay Lee recap this practice in an easy to understand model: translate

the output of your algorithm in a scale of 5 values from 0 to 4, where 0

means that everything is working fine and 4 means that instant action

must be taken to fix the system. In this way, the output of the algo-

rithm is a direct and clear explanation of the state of the system that

cannot be interpreted by anyone and is not subjected to the personal

judgment of workers. Finally, an important aspect that very often is

12
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kept in background is the security. CPSs are usually distributed across

the world and collect huge amounts of information used to feed sophis-

ticated algorithm that must provide reliable results for the company.

Breaches in the data collection process could lead to wide-scale data

leakage, theft or intentionally manumission [16].

In conclusion of this section, from the literature point of view, CPSs

are classified as sophisticated systems placed above, albeit complexed

and sophisticated, simulation model, static analysis and model check-

ing. Many ”experts” also declared that high-level programming lan-

guages (e.g., Java or C#) are not applicable to CPS due to their in-

ability to address significant resource constraints at a high level of ab-

straction [17]. But is it really possible classify a programming language

as applicable or not to CPSs? A programming language should be the

means through create a tool with pre-designed features and charac-

teristics. That is why the following sections will focus on the tools,

devices and software which need particular attention in the discipline

of CPS towards industrial monitoring systems and not on programming

language used to code them or the method which they work with.

2.2 Field-bus protocols

Before being processed to provide output algorithm, data must be col-

lected from machines. Since the 2000s, field-bus protocols move on

Ethernet cable [18]. The application of Ethernet to connect field de-

vices offers substantial advantages compared to field-buses as Ethernet

enables the consistent integration on all levels of a company [19].

13
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Most famous new field-bus protocols based on Ethernet standard are

Profinet, OPC Unified Architecture (OPC UA), Sercos III, MTConnect

and EtherCAT:

• Profinet is the first integrated Industrial Ethernet Standard for

automation, and utilizes the advantages of Ethernet and TCP/IP

for open communication from the corporate management level to

the process itself [7]. The communication is cyclically and is di-

vided into several phases. The first phase is the isochronous phase

where Isochronous RT (IRT) frames are sent. Clock instant when

a frame may be sent is scheduled during the initial configuration

of the network. The difference between the standard IP protocol

is that the addressing is based on sending time instead of MAC

address. To do this, special hardware is required (category C

switches).

• OPC UA is a platform-independent industrial middleware tech-

nology [20]. It defines methods for data manipulation: modeling

and transport. All information is placed in a memory area called

address space by using object-oriented methods. OPC UA is not

limited to specific protocol communication and follows the client-

server principle. A client or a server use APIs to service requests

and responses. The communication stack involves in transport

layer, secure channel and encoding level as depicted in Figure 2.2.

OPC UA has created firstly for HMI and SCADA application in

industry field.

14
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Figure 2.2: OPC UA stack

• Sercos III is oriented to the development of distributed motion

control systems [21]. Devices are organized as double ring struc-

ture that ensure fault robustness. The communication is based

on a time-slot method with cyclic telegram transmission on a

master-slave principle. A master sends a Master Data Telegrams

to slaves and slaves themselves can communicate each other by

means Cross Communication and Controller-to-Controller com-

munication profile. Ethernet frames transport only small amount

of data, as well as Profinet, in order to achieve isochronous RT,

special hardware is required.

• MTConnect is an open and extensible protocol designed for the

exchange of data [22]. It allows manufacturers to collect data

from machines, controllers and sensors in a client-server principle.

An MTConnect agent serves client answering to HTTP requests

with XML format. MTConnect organizes information into a hier-

archical structure which represent the relationship (father-child)

between any device. Only the MTConnect agent (the server of the

communication) is allowed to write data while all the client agents

can just read the information published. Using purely HTTP pro-

tocol, no special hardware is required. In fact, MTConnect has

been created for monitoring and not for control. Thanks to its

15
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features, MTConnect is probably the best protocol for mere mon-

itoring in the industry of the future [23].

• EtherCAT is a real-time Ethernet protocol designed for industrial

applications [24]. The communication is based on master-slave

principle. The master creates a process image that involves the

state of input-output slaves. To change the state of a variable,

both master and slave must send a specific change command. In

the network topology the master must be always available while

slaves can turn off and on again. EtherCAT provides a high-

performing hardware for real-time data transmission via Ethernet.

The protocols described above provide an interface towards the

monitoring system or better towards a gateway which translate the

field-bus protocol into a unified format useful to store data on the sys-

tem server. Particular attention is due by monitoring system designers

on the machines-gateway communication because of the wide variety

of field-bus protocols.

2.3 IoT devices and protocols

Section 2.2 described the modality with data were collected from ma-

chines. This process may require high frequency sampling, but requests

and responses, depending of the protocol used, are exchanged in a Lo-

cal Area Network (LAN) and latency times can be under control. On

the other side of the communication, data must be transmitted to a

server or cloud by means the Internet network.
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In that communication, data may require an aggregation to reduce

the amounts of bytes to send and the connection to the Internet must be

continuously monitored to avoid data loss. For this purpose, a gateway

is not only a simple transmitter, but incorporates smart strategies to

manage the communication [25]. Smart gateway performs a number of

tasks, like, collecting the data and performing preprocessing, filtering

the data and reconstructing it into more useful form, uploading only

necessary data to the cloud.

More than managing the task mentioned above, as well as field-buses

are managed by specific protocols, gateway-server communication is

done by particular modality and protocols optimized for this purpose.

In this way IoT protocols are become the de facto standard to pro-

vide communication between smart component and cloud [26]. These

protocols are Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP), Message Queue

Telemetry Transport (MQTT) and eXtensible Messaging and Presence

Protocol (XMPP):

• CoAP is a document transfer protocol following the client-server

principle. Unlike HTTP, CoAP runs over UDP, this means that

client and server communicate through connectionless datagrams

in an asynchronous communication. For a M2M communication

usually both client and server are implemented on the same device

[27].

• MQTT is a broker based instant messaging protocol. It is devel-

oped by IBM and join the publisher-subscriber principle [28]. It

runs over TCP and it is currently used on hundreds of Android
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applications for notifications and instant chat.

• XMPP is an application profile of the XML that enables the near-

real-time exchange of structured extensible data between any two

or more network entities [29]. Very similar to MQTT, XMPP is

based on publisher-subscriber principle. It is used by Facebook

for chat and notification.

To better understand the difference between client-server and publisher-

subscriber principles, the Figure 2.3 shows a sequence diagram of a

simple message exchange.

18
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Figure 2.3: comparison between client-server and publisher-subscriber

2.4 From field-bus to cloud

To efficiently accomplish the tasks of data collection according to the

modality described in section 2.2 and 2.3, the literature offers a general

architecture for IoT gateway devices basically structured in 3 layers

[2][30][31]:
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• Perception layer. The Perception layer is also known as Device

Layer. It consists of the physical objects and sensor devices (in in-

dustry also machines). This layer basically deals with the identifi-

cation and collection of objects specific information by machines.

The collected information is then passed to Transmission layer

for its secure transmission to the information processing system.

Here an IoT system deals with field-bus protocols and RFID or

barcode tags.

• Transmission layer. The Transmission layer is also called Network

layer. This layer securely transfers the information from machines

to the information processing system (cloud). In this level of

communication, IoT protocols play an important role to efficiently

deliver data to the cloud.

• Application layer. The application layer provides additional ser-

vices according to the case studied (manufacturing, food and bev-

erage, ...). Those services are substantially algorithms which elab-

orate the information collected and generate new data to improve

the production process. This activity is entirely done on the cloud.

In literature, this layer is also split in Middleware, Application

and Business layer.

To accomplish the functionality just explained, IoT Gateways has

a modular software architecture which implement protocol conversion

and device management in addition to information logging and caching.

Figure 2.4 depicts an example of general software architecture for IoT
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gateways.

Figure 2.4: software architecture of IoT gateway (source [2])

2.4.1 Gateway communication and edge comput-

ing

As anticipated, to collect data from machines and store data in a cen-

tralized monitoring system become tricky when machines send data

with several different protocols. The gateway communication machines-

side is the most critical activity to face in the development of a general

monitoring system architecture. In this case a gateway is a component

(hardware and software) that implements drivers and interfaces for ag-

gregating and collecting data from various field-bus. When the gateway

has not an embedded configuration, the critical issue in data collection

is summarized in instruct the gateway about how and which informa-

tion retrieve. Substantially field-bus protocols can be very different

between each others and general instruction for the gateway config-

uration are needed (for instance MODBUS is structured in registers

and is untied from the concept of variable while MTConnect declares

a variable for any data around the bus). It is right here where the
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main difference between the architecture proposed in this thesis and

a traditional monitoring system is made in place. In fact, while com-

mercial gateway has an embedded configuration that instructs them

about what collect and in which database store data without caring

about cloud level, this design of architecture embeds configuration on

the server (or cloud, from now on server and cloud will be treated as

synonyms for the purpose of this manuscript) and instructs the gateway

about what data collect managing the classification and the storage of

data from a server point of view. Indeed, cloud-based monitoring sys-

tems are been supporting by even more (albeit not much as expected)

recent researches [32] [33] [34] that provide an overview from a high

level of abstraction of strengths of systems designed in this way. In

behalf of cloud-based architecture and the author cited in the previous

sentence, as author of this thesis I am forced to say that as regards

my studies and experience in the manufacturing and IT fields, cloud-

based systems are the only innovative solution for the next generation

of monitoring systems and manufacturer or supplier who does not con-

form to this new design pattern will definitively increase the gap with

the leaders of the market. This argumentation does not want to be

a complaint against the current state of the art, but a clear-minded

consideration that can find agreement by people who only work and

deploy any kind of solution beside the real industrial world.

Unfortunately, literature on industrial manufacturing gateway strongly

focuses on 5G connection [35], machine level communication [36] and

energy efficiency [37], but only few isolated researches focus on the im-
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portance to transfer these heterogeneous data directly to the cloud in a

common format. In 2016 Wen defined the use of RESTful framework as

a most innovative way to store data on the cloud from a gateway [38],

similarly Jabbar presented an interesting work where data gathered

from a warehouse are pushed to the cloud via REST-based framework.

By the way, RESTful APIs are widely used in the web to perform data

transfer based on human driven action, but cannot lead data at a high

rate.

On the other side, the communication from the gateway to the cloud

(or server) is required to be light, fast and standard. These are the rea-

son why for that communication IoT protocols are used. The structure

of the messages exchanged must translate field-bus protocol into a hi-

erarchy of variables ready to be stored in a database on a server and

ready to be simply used for visualization on HMI. For pure monitoring

system, the gateway-server communication is one way: data flow solely

from machines to database. Modern applications overcome the con-

cept of monitoring and want to implement correction of process drifts

by data elaboration on cloud. To do this, the gateway implements the

instructions to decode and perform commands towards machines.

In some cases, certain kind of variables require high frequency ac-

quisition in order to implement algorithm for quality check, process

control or high frequency signals aggregation (e.g. peak current of

brushless motor). Usually, when the control is not incorporated on the

machine, the implementation of algorithms like the example reported

are done with a separated hardware and acquisition system which takes
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care only for this specific operation. Nevertheless, in such cases where

the elaboration is performed before sending data to the cloud, we talk

about edge computing.

Data is increasingly produced at the edge of the network, therefore,

it would be more efficient to also process the data at the edge of the

network[39]. The edge computing is a simplification of the bigger con-

cept of fog computing where a kind of ”small cloud” is installed at the

edge of network or better is decentralized.

In detail, fog computing is a highly virtualized platform that pro-

vides compute, storage, and networking services between end devices

and traditional cloud computing data centers, typically, but not exclu-

sively located at the edge of network [40].

Figure 2.5: Computing layer (source [3])

The figure 2.5 represents the structure of computing in a modern

and complex architecture. In a few words, fog computing is a decen-

tralization of cloud computing when the amount of data start becoming
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gigantic and edge computing is a separation of job for data processing

towards the higher level which may be a fog computing layer or directly

a cloud computing architecture.

2.5 NOSQL databases

Data from the gateway are then stored into databases. Information

acquired by sensor may have high sampling frequency and generates

large amount of data as well as holds database for write operations.

Respect relational databases, NOSQL databases offer high I/O perfor-

mance at the expense of update and delete operations. NOSQL, for

Not Only SQL, refers to an eclectic and increasingly familiar group

of non-relational data management systems; where databases are not

built primarily on tables, and generally do not use SQL for data manip-

ulation [41]. Truly, most of them allow SQL syntax to manipulate data

although the core structure is completely different, and the SQL com-

mands get translated in appropriate operations. Based on the features

a database implements, according to CAP theorem [42], a database can

cover maximum 2 of 3 basic characteristics [43]:

• Consistency. All clients see the same version of the data, even on

updates to the dataset.

• Availability. All clients can always find at least one copy of the

requested data, even if some of the machines in a cluster is down.

• Partition tolerance. The total system keeps its characteristic even

when being deployed on different servers, transparent to the client.
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Usually, as shown in Figure 2.6, relational databases are consistent

while no-relational ones are partition tolerance. In a monitoring sys-

tem, in order to avoid data losing and reduce latency time, databases

for data collection are highly available.

Figure 2.6: CAP theorem

The CAP Theorem is one example of a fundamental trade-off be-

tween safety and liveness in fault-prone systems. Examining this in-

herent trade-off yields some insights into how systems can be designed

to meet an application needs, despite unreliable networks.
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2.5.1 Time-series databases

A subgroup of NOSQL database is Time Series DataBase (TSDB). This

kind of database is optimized for handling time series data or better

any arrays of values indexed by timestamp. The need of databases

optimized for time-series acquisition is the surprisingly increment of

streaming data from many fields of business as financial (for stock

market), industrial (for machine data), medical, etc... [44]. TSDBs are

usually column oriented databases. As the name suggests, they store

records organizing data in columns, or better the values of each column

are stored consecutively. This mechanism brings several advantages in

term of:

• High performance for aggregate query, in particular insertion of

multiple records in the same command.

• Efficient partition and compression of data.

• Filter few columns in wide columns table.

On the other hand, single insertion, deletion or update makes decrease

the performance of the DBMS.

A parent node of column oriented DB is column family DB, an ex-

ample of it is Apache Cassandra [45]. Apache Cassandra offers the

highest performance for I/O operation per second. On this topic, Net-

flix published the results fo a series of tests towards to verify the per-

formance of its Cassandra cluster database on AWS [46] [47]. Table

2.5.1 shows the result of the tests, it considers performance and costs.
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48 nodes 96 nodes 144 nodes 288 nodes

Writes Capacity 174373 w/s 366828 w/s 537172 w/s 1099837 w/s

Storage Capacity 12.8 TB 25.6 TB 38.4 TB 76.8 TB

Nodes Cost/hr 174373 w/s 366828 w/s 537172 w/s 1099837 w/s

Test Driver instances 10 20 30 60

Test Driver Cost/hr $20.00 $40.00 $60.00 $120.00

Cross AZ Traffic 5 TB/hr 10 TB/hr 15 TB/hr 30 TB/hr

Traffic Cost/10min $8.33 $16.66 $25.00 $50.00

Setup Duration 15 min 22 min 31 min 66 min

AWS Billed Duration 1 hr 1 hr 1 hr 2 hr

Total Test Cost $60.97 $121.94 $182.92 $561.68

2.5.2 Relational vs. NOSQL database

There are several differences between relational databases and NOSQL

ones. First of all, they store data in different ways, relational databases

data are structured and thus stored in tables following the schema

defined in the design phase and when the schema is well designed (even

though this property force engineers to struggle during design phase

to avoid huge workaround due to thoughtlessness designing the DB

schema), this way to save data avoid redundancy [48]. Au contraire,

NOSQL databases are schemeless, data are not stored standardly, but

the physical representation of data depends of the DBMS used. This

different way to store data allows NOSQL databases to be more flexible,

avoiding multiple null fields (e.g. when an attribute misses in a record)

on behalf of nested data in JSON representation saving also storage
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space [49].

Since relational and NOSQL databases store data in different way,

also querying data is performed differently. Relational DBs use the

structured and consolidated SQL syntax to retrieve data stored. NOSQL

DBs have their own language to query data instead.

The biggest advantage of NOSQL DBs respect relational ones deal-

ing big data is the scalability. NOSQL DBs are conceived to run on

distributed systems composed by several cluster and machines where

data are split and replicated on. Thanks to the computational power

distributed on the nodes, parallelization of operations ensures high per-

formance (although the variety of NOSQL DB on the market today

makes hard figuring out the right choice for the purpose [50]). This

means that, in order to increase the performance, NOSQL DBs scale

horizontally increasing the number of nodes in a cluster while rela-

tional DBs scale vertically increasing the capacity of the hardware of

the machine where it is installed.

The last important difference regards the properties guaranteed by

the 2 type of DBs: ACID and BASE (see the manuscript of Eric Brewer

who is considered the father of the BASE concept [51]). ACID refers

to the property in a transaction of relational databases to be:

• Atomic, the transaction must be executed entirely, otherwise the

operations done must be canceled and the database restored at

the state before the transaction started.

• Consistent, during the execution of a transaction, the DB must

be in a consistent state according to the integrity constraints de-
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fined on it.

• Isolated, every transaction is independent from the others, when

a transaction fails it does not interfere with the execution of the

others.

• Durable, after a transaction commit, the update must be persis-

tent and must never be lost.

On the other hand, BASE refers to NOSQL DBs. Starting from CAP

theorem, Brewer said that a NOSQL DB provides high availability

of information (Basically Available) and then they are inconsistent in

some instants of time, information may not be the latest updated (Soft

state). Consequently, data are consistent only when insertion and up-

dating ends (Eventual consistency).

Both databases will continue to exist alongside each other with none

being better than the other. The choice of the database to use will

depend on the nature of the application being developed [52].

Last but not the least, in the last few years, the need of both:

the high scalability feature of NOSQL databases and at same time

the well defined structure of relational databases have led to born of a

mixed architecture where relational DBMS (e.g. MySQL) are clustered

in multiple nodes providing high availability with entity-relationship

model [53] [54]. An example of these systems is Amazon Aurora, a na-

tive clustered relational database supplied as a service by Amazon and

Galera, a clustering software that enables MySQL to scale horizontally

maintaining consistency.
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Finally, when should you choose a NOSQL database rather than

a relational one? When you have to store with high input rate data

in series that are conceptually related with any other content or when

you do not need complex queries along relations between tables for

example. Otherwise, when you have a logical well defined relational

structure where your main tables grow averagely the same and you

need complex queries joining several tables, then a relational database

is what most suitable for you.

2.6 Web technologies

The last step to accomplish in order to finalize a monitoring system is

the visualization module. Along the years Web has taken on greater

prominence as a source of information for workers and managers [55].

The world of World Wide Web (WWW), since its born, continuously

upgrades and improves in each its features and in the last few years it is

probably the IT technology that currently changing faster than all the

other. Since the web1.0 where information was only readable through

the web2.0 where information can also be added, web technologies are

projected towards fully exploit the web3.0 where contents change based

on user needs. In a deeper analysis of the literature, the ultimate goal

of the web3.0 would be to combine new technologies to open intelligent

way for delivering dynamic, interactive and targeted contents specific to

the user in smart interface [56]. An example of the web3.0 application

are the digital assistants (Siri, Cortana and so on) [57] which actively

interact with the user and the WWW to satisfy the user’s requests.
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Although web3.0 is mainly used in application like e-learning [58]

and e-commerce, nowadays this technology is spreading also in ap-

plication supporting companies in decision making activities and data

consulting. To better understand what web3.0 is, some sentences taken

from [59] are extracted below. According to Conrad Wolfram web3.0 is

where computer will generate and think new information rather than

humans. Google CEO, Eric Schmidt says web3.0 will be ”applica-

tions which are pieced together - relatively small, the data are in the

cloud and it can be run on any device (PC or mobile), very fast, very

customizable and distributed virally(social network,email,etc)”. Yahoo

founder, Jerry Yang thinks that web3.0 is a collection of tools and

techniques for creating programs and online application, which blur

the distinction between professional, semi-professional and consumers.

”...you don’t have to be a computer scientist to create a program. We

are seeing that manifest in Web2.0 and 3.0 will be a great extension of

that, a true communal medium... the distinction between professional,

semi-professional and consumers will get blurred, creating a network

effect of business and application” - Jerry Yang [60]. Finally, Nova Spi-

vak from Radar Network believes that web3.0 will be ”The Semantic

we” which will play a central role in the new generation.

In conclusion, biggest market players are strongly moving on web3.0.

In particular services such as customer’s assistant and search engines

are the application leading the web towards this new generation of

technology. About that, machine learning algorithms are hugely used

elaborating server-side data to improve the ability of computers to
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implement the web3.0. In this sight, also layer 1 and 2 technologies

(from ISO-OSI) are working in this direction [61].

2.6.1 Languages and libraries

Since the born of web1.0, Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) is

the standard language (more precisely meta-language) for web devel-

opment. Today, with its final release HTML5 [62], the HyperText

Markup Language provides hundreds of features to guarantee the best

user experience. In particular, HTML5 offers features for [63]:

• Storage, data can also be saved on the user’s computer. Web

app can work without Internet connection.

• Motion, cursor movements and clicks generate events and ele-

ments on the page can move dynamically.

• Games, Interactive games can run inside the browser without

installing softwares or plug-in.

• Audio, songs and tracks are played in the browser without a

plug-in.

• 3D, WebGL creates interactive 3D effects and renderings using

computer’s graphic processor.

• Video, videos are embedded in a web page and played in the

browser without a plug-in.

The variety of features implemented in HTML5 leads technologies like

Java (client-side), Silverlights and flash to die.
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Beside HTML5, JavaScript in all its shades (jQuery, Angular, ...) is

the main scripting language for web browser [62] and essentially it is the

responsible of dynamicity and animation of web pages. JavaScritp is an

object-oriented language that uses prototype objects to model inheri-

tance. Variables can be created by simple assignments without explicit

declarations. Finally, values are freely converted from one type to an-

other type with few exceptions; the access to a non-existing property

of an object return a value represented as undefined, this value is un-

castable. Modern websites and web application largely use JavaScript

to interact with the users.

Last fundamental technology in the web applications development

is the Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) used to format and style the layout

of web pages. It is used to define text size, font and background colors,

object positions, margins and so on. The purpose of CSS is to separate

presentation and content, this enables for multiple HTML pages ap-

plication the reuse of code biasing the content accessibility. The CSS

specifications, as well as the HTML ones, are maintained by the World

Wide Web Consortium (W3C) [64].
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Architecture design in

monitoring system

In the big data and Industry 4.0 era, computing is being transformed

from Distributed Control Systems (DCS) to Cloud systems. Data from

transducers or sensors network are roughly moved towards a centralized

architecture which, by means of Internet, provides a series of services

[65]. Then, cloud computing is a centralized system where data gath-

ered are stored, compressed or elaborated by specifics algorithms to

provide new information in any kind of business.

Specifically, in the last decade in the field of industry, services like

monitoring, scheduling and communications have transformed to web

applications and provided by means the Internet connection on any

kind of device.

This new paradigm of computing needs a new concept in the de-

sign of modern applications which optimize resources consumption and
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latency time.

Notice that the architecture which will be presented afterwards in-

volves in one single instance of any entities, however, modern archi-

tectures for critical production systems implement mechanism to avoid

single point of failure and then all the entities are implicity or explicity

redounded. For many services on public cloud this is implicity given,

but in case it does not, in the design phase of the system, the entity

redundancy must be foreseen.

3.1 Monitoring system base architecture

Nowadays, data collection is the main problem for companies which

deal with even bigger amount of data day by day. In industry field,

more than other sectors, data collection is a critical issue that insiders

must face. From sensors to user’s device passing through a storing

structure, lot of aspects must be considered as following:

• Field-bus protocols. Generally, every manufacturer implements

its own protocol. It is just the lack of few standards which makes

hard to build a general acquisition gateway.

• Data format. The data format is another aspect not to underesti-

mate, data from various field-bus protocols need to be translated

in a unique data format which the monitoring platform can un-

derstand and manage.

• Cyber security. The theme of security and privacy of data is one
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of the main obstacle which push companies away from the use of

public cloud computing bias an on-premise solution.

• Database solution. Currently, also for small implementation, more

than one DBMS are used.

• Web visualization. Data display is provided by means web tech-

nologies. The coming of web 2.0 favorite the web platform devel-

opment.

The 5 points above suggests a new modular architecture as shown in

Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: new architecture concept

3.1.1 Machine and gateway communication

The presence of many player on the automation market for years has

provided several protocols on the field-bus layer. This is a problem

when a company has different machines from different providers and it

needs to interface with them to collect production data.
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The first solution is provided implementing all the protocol drivers

the company needs, in this case the effort for design and development

may be very strong and depends on the number of different machines

the company has. Moreover, the introduction of new machines may

imply the development of new drivers.

The second solution proposed assumes the involvement of manufac-

turers. Inside the IoT concept, the architecture shown in figure 1 is led

toward the one shown in Figure 3.2 where each machine communicates

with the cloud through an IoT protocol. In this case a commercial gate-

way is suggested to use since the communication between gateways and

acquisition module can be customized and adapted. Usually is just the

manufacturer who install a single gateway for every machine. In the

subsection 3.1.2 this theme will be treated and analyzed.

Figure 3.2: IoT architecture concept

Towards the Industry 4.0, the biggest players on market in machines

manufacturing sponsor their own monitoring system. This is a great

solution for those small enterprises which work with single brand ma-
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chines. Same machines mean same standards and protocols, in this

case the monitoring solution suggested by the provider is the easiest

and optimal choice. On the other hand, more complex production sys-

tems need ad hoc implementation which often constitute high effort to

be developed and low flexibility. During the discussion of this thesis,

the matter of flexibility will be treated.

Once again, because of interruptions of connectivity, is a good rule

to forecast a buffer to temporally maintain data until the connection

with the cloud is restored.

3.1.2 Data format and IoT protocols

Refers to the architecture depicted in Figure 3.1, the acquisition module

is the first service in cloud. It deals with data storing and provides

a security layer against cyber-attack. However, the most important

feature of the acquisition module is to translate machines data format

in monitoring system data format. This is done by means a machine

configuration that describes the way the gateway collects data from

that machine, the way the acquisition module stores data and the way

the web server displays information.

The machine configuration structure is as complicated as the moni-

toring system is flexible. A flexible monitoring system means of course

high configuration time. Reduce this time is duty of developers which

must implement fast wizard configuration with default settings. In the

section 3.2 an example of machine configuration will be shown and

described.
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The second theme to face in the design of a communication gateway-

cloud is to use a lite communication protocol which implements small

overhead, structured payload and possibly with native encryption mech-

anism.

3.2 Analysis of machine configuration struc-

ture

In the architecture presented in Figure 3.1, the gateway needs to be

taught about from which machines requests data, what data collect and

how to establish a connection with the machine (what kind of protocol

use). Substantially, the gateway must be configured for every machine

communication it has to establish. There are 2 ways to accomplish this

task:

• Centralized: for each machine the configuration is managed by the

cloud. First, to start the data collection, the gateway needs the

Internet connection to communicate with the cloud and asks for

the machine specifications. A centralized management of config-

urations simply allows to add machine and instructs the gateway

to start collecting data from it.

• Decentralized: the gateway stores locally the machine configura-

tions and immediately collects data from machines. The advan-

tage of this solution is that gateways can start collecting data

without the Internet connection, on the other hand, the biggest
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disadvantage is the upload or editing of configurations from re-

mote devices.

Figure 3.3: configuration structure

The Figure 3.3 represents an example of logical structure of a ma-

chine configuration. The configuration involves in 2 main parts: header

and data. In the header the information about machine, protocol and

sampling are stored, this information is fundamental to establish a con-

nection with the machine and start to request data. In the data the

physical structure of the machine is represented, variables are orga-

nized in global variable (of the machine), station variables, sub-group

variables and device variables. This organization is also replicated on

the web GUI to select which parameters the user wants to monitor.

Moreover, the configuration contains information about the store
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frequency in the database or the indication of only real-time value.

Below a snap of configuration suggested and applied in the work subject

of the thesis.

1 {
2 "config":"MODBUS_TCP",
3 "device_id":"COS01",
4 "device_ip":"192.168.0.2",
5 "device_port":502,
6 "polling_time":1000 ,
7 "store_period":"5",
8 "machine":{
9 "vars":[

10 {
11 "reg_address":7,
12 "length":2,
13 "datatype":"int",
14 "var_id":"totale_pezzi_ok",
15 "endian":"big",
16 "store2db":false ,
17 "gw_type":"variable"
18 },
19 {
20 "reg_address":21,
21 "length":1,
22 "datatype":"int",
23 "var_id":"target",
24 "endian":"big",
25 "store2db":false ,
26 "gw_type":"variable"
27 }
28 ],
29 "groups":[
30 {
31 "name":"StazioneA",
32 "vars":[
33 {
34 "reg_address":152,
35 "length":1,
36 "datatype":"int",
37 "var_id":"macchinaA(ignore)",
38 "endian":"big",
39 "store2db":true ,
40 "gw_type":"alarm",
41 "extract":[{
42 "mask":1,
43 "value":1,
44 "var_id":"allarme_inmanuale_A"
45 },
46 {
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47 "mask":2,
48 "value":2,
49 "var_id":"allarme_portelle_A"
50 },
51 {
52 "mask":4,
53 "value":4,
54 "var_id":"allarme_blocco_A"
55 }
56 ]
57 },
58 {
59 "reg_address":302,
60 "length":1,
61 "datatype":"int",
62 "var_id":"velocita_stazioneA",
63 "endian":"big",
64 "store2db":true ,
65 "gw_type":"variable"
66 }
67 ]
68 }
69 ]
70 }
71 }

3.3 Web server architecture models

In the last decade, the most common web server architecture, based on

3 main actors: client, server and database, has evolved in many facets.

Although the 3-tier architecture remain the most used, in relation of

the purpose of the web application, its architecture can be different.

Charming web and mobile applications have to satisfy several re-

quirements such as modern design, fast page loads, automatic scala-

bility, high availability, fast time-to-market and attractive user expe-

rience. Each one of these features individually may appear easy to

satisfy, but achieving all of them unfold to be quite difficult in prac-

tice. In fact, a survey by New Bamboo reveal that over 30% of web

development teams deliver projects late or over-budget.
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3.3.1 3-tier architecture

As said few lines above, the most common way of implement web ap-

plications is by means 3-tier architecture. It foresees to divide the

application in 3 layers which typically map the physical infrastructure:

graphical user interface, business layer and data access layer. As shown

in Figure 3.4, the client requests a page to the server that renders the

page content. Data are retrieved from the database by the server. The

database is transparent for the client which via HTTP(S) implements a

communication with the server. This design pattern sets some troubles

regarding the requirements.

• A typical website performs more than 100 resources requested to

the server, which make latency critical for performance

• With server-rendering, the client waits until the server has mounted

the data through database queries and rendered it in a language

such as Java, Python, PHP or .NET.

• The database must be highly available, which is extremely diffi-

cult if consistency is also needed, according to the CAP theorem

already seen in chapter 2, section 2.5.

• The server needs to be scalable, which is difficult when shared

state such as user sessions are involved.

• Business logic is duplicated between the client and server, this

cause overhead communication between front-end and back-end
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teams, making projects more complicated and delaying the time-

to-market.

Figure 3.4: 3-tier architecture (source [4])

3.3.2 2-tier architecture

Respect 3-tier application, it does not implement the business layer

(refer Figure 3.5). An example of 2-tier application is a Database as a

Service (DBaaS). This has two main advantages:

• The website is rendered progressively in the client browser im-

proving user experience. This kind of applications are usually de-

veloped in Single Page Application pattern (SPA). A SPA needs

to download the template page once and update only the content

it needs on demand.

• The business logic is moved to the client side where the Javascript
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technology manages data. This reduces problems between back-

end and front-end teams.

Although there are several great framework and technologies for de-

veloping 2-tier application front-ends (e.g. React by Facebook) and

storing data (e.g. influxDB and MongoDB), some problems are not

solved:

• Many latency-sensitive requests remain because of data comes in

many separated JSON packets from HTTP/S requests.

• Scalability and high availability managed before from the business

layer, are now shifted to the DBaaS.

• Consequence of the previous sentence, cloud databases are usually

not suitable for handling server side business logic and access

control.

Figure 3.5: 2-tier architecture (source [4])
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3.3.3 Serverless paradigm

The two common models of serverless architectures are Function-as-

a-Service (FaaS) (e.g. AWS Lambda, Google Cloud Functions) and

Backend-as-a-Service (BaaS) (e.g. Baqend, Firebase).

In the FaaS (Figure 3.6), the business logic is quickly scalable, easy

to code and highly available. On the other hand, FaaS is completely

stateless which means other functionalities such as data store, push

notifications, etc... must be arranged in different cloud services. As a

result, browser clients have to exchange data with many different APIs

and the infrastructure may quickly become infeasible to manage.

Figure 3.6: FaaS architecture (source [4])

This is where BaaS (Figure 3.7) joins the game, the main idea is to

merge the readiness of FaaS with all the capabilities which a typical

application, web or mobile, offers.

Basically, BaaS raises the abstraction level providing a single set of

APIs to host and deliver all the service and the assets in the web ap-
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Figure 3.7: BaaS architecture (source [4])

plication. Thus, developers do not worry about manage the full stack

of protocol services. If BaaS is shooting fish in a barrel, Platform as

a Service (PaaS) gives full control over the server mapping server and

database functionalities in a unique set of APIs using a framework such

as Django. Nevertheless, small enterprises are reluctant to publish sen-

sitive files or information on public cloud, the best way to implement

such a complicated architecture is using a BaaS model. In those cases

where all the system must reside on-premise, the 3-tier model is cur-

rently the most used. Usually, software houses develop both solutions.

3.3.4 Difference between on-premise and public

cloud, pros & cons in architecture

Differences between a cloud and on-premise solutions are not limited

to the model architecture. Cloud solution provides services ready to
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use and managed from provider IT personnel. Approaching the public

cloud is always advised managed services respect to implement the

functionality on virtual machines.

On the other hand, on-premise installation is highly customizable

with the hardware which better ensure high performance based on the

services the application provides. For particular applications like fast

analytics algorithms, choose the right hardware is the key for the suc-

cess or the fall of the execution software.

Another aspect not to underestimate is the bandwidth, cloud dat-

acenter usually has dedicated high speed Internet connection which

ensures fast response, moreover the possibility to deploy the applica-

tion on more than one datacenter and reduce the ping time for request

from different part of the world. Spread the application in more than

one datacenter also offer robustness of blackout or connection problem

while on-premise a fault on electrical or Internet network may deter-

mine a denial of service.

3.4 Machine Learning algorithm

In the modern implementation of SCADA or monitoring systems, the

simple visualization of real-time data is only one obligatory operation

which leads to collect and store data for further analysis. Substantially,

the architecture explained in this section is only the means to achieve

the goal of smart factory where predictive maintenance algorithms, dy-

namic schedulers and adaptive machine controls improve the flexibility

and the reconfigurability of factories.
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Machine learning algorithms can be divided in 2 categories:

• Offline: the algorithm reads data from database and periodically

performs the analysis on them to extract the result of the elab-

oration. The offline elaboration is used for periodical reports or

decision-making support algorithms triggered by an event.

• Online: the algorithm reads real-time data and analyses them

before being stored in database. On cloud there are services like

Amazon Kinesis which accomplish to this purpose analyzing real-

time stream data in various modality. The online elaboration is

used for checking process drifts in real-time for the zero-defect

manufacturing paradigm.

The integration of machine learning algorithms in a monitoring plat-

form depends of its classification and the architecture model used for

the platform implementation. Nowadays, cloud providers implement in

their back-end modules act to implement machine learning algorithm

for both offline and online categories. Using a cloud solution, in this

case, is probably the best choice in order to have a scalable platform in

term of computational performance which adapt itself to the amount

of data to analyze.
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Problems description

In chapter 3 a general architecture of monitoring system has been pre-

sented. This technology is imported in the factories for a series of

matters and problems which a company wants to solve. Related to

the field of application of the company and the level of automation of

it, the implementation and installation of a system act to monitor the

productive process can improve and favorite the execution of determi-

nate tasks for critical phases. In fact, despite the utility of a complete

overview on the production system, the implementation of a web plat-

form to monitor the process is not required to solve one of the problem

mentioned following. As already said in the sections before, the data

collection is the only fundamental phase which allows to acquire the

data needed for the elaboration of themselves. The visualization phase

can be done in multiple ways and the use of web technologies is only

the most modern and widespread method in the industries of today.

Moreover, the storage of the data is an optional phase when the ac-
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cess of historical data is required. Anyway, the concept expressed and

explained in chapter 3 have been used for the work proposed. In this

thesis, 3 common problems for manufacturing industries will be ex-

plained (in this chapter) and some use cases presented (chapter 5). All

the use cases are research works made or directly followed by me and

described in manuscript already publish or submitted and under eval-

uation. This does not mean that the thesis aim to solve this problem,

but only that the architecture presented is a tool which can be used to

solve this kind of problem if applied accordingly.

4.1 Quality control in the production line

Since ’90s, products quality was strictly correlated to the process in-

formation. In fact, all the information collected during the production

process contribute to improves the process itself [66]. Following this

perspective, producing high quality information is the first step to pro-

duce better products. Once again, monitoring and analyzing real-time

data can give an important advantage when a company approaches the

quality control on a single line or on the whole plant.

As explained by Ballou [66], Collecting data is not enough to ensure

high quality data analytics and then improve the working process using

the result elaborated. In fact, the quality of the process goes through

the quality of data gathered. Nowadays, company databases are still

containing wrong data and they continue to collect data relying on

employees declaration.

The scenario briefly discussed above is the result of study of quality
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research in the past and describes a situation that companies must

have overcome in at least most of the process area of the production.

Anyway, the quality of data is still the first step to improve the quality

of products today and it is an important topic that companies must

focus on before going ahead.

At any rate, improving the process means also increase the items

and tools available for analysis and evaluation of the goods produced.

In fact, modern technologies, by means high performance sensors, guar-

antee the detection of defects real-time during the assembling of com-

ponents directly on the machine. In the last few years, with the pro-

gressively increasing of computing power, quality control systems such

as vision systems and high frequency signal elaboration systems have

contributed to improve the effort of human based control where high

speed and tiny creeks make the human job impossible.

As mentioned in 2.4.1, edge computing aims the implementation of

the cited vision systems and data processing systems. An example of

virtual sensor exploiting edge computing will be given in 5.1. More-

over, vision systems are promoter of stand alone systems according to

the paradigm of edge computing and help to institute a quality control

system revolution appearing in thousands of application in the manu-

facturing industry. That is not only because the quality of cameras and

optics have been increase hugely since 2000s, but the image processing

which gives that added value needed to high reliability systems. Due

to the importance of these systems, a brief summery of those is manda-

tory in order to understand how they work and in what way they can
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be used.

4.1.1 Vision systems

Traditionally, surface product control and visual inspection are per-

formed by humans. Although humans can do the job better than ma-

chines in some cases, they are slower than the machines and get tired

quickly. In some environments (e.g., underwater inspection, nuclear

industry, chemical industry etc.) inspection may be difficult or danger-

ous. Computer vision may effectively replace human job in those cases

[67].

Figure 4.1 depicts how a vision system can be integrated in a mon-

itoring system installed on a cloud. Although the information of the

elaboration is used also locally to control the production, data are also

sent to the cloud for reports and further analysis. In this case, perform

the data processing on cloud requires wide band and fast connection

in order to transmit high resolution images especially if the production

line is very fast and vision system takes more pictures per second.

Figure 4.1: vision system with edge computing

Although vision systems are evolved impressively, most of applica-
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tions for quality control on the production line in industry are still

using very simple technology and algorithm. A common vision system

in manufacturing involves 3 actors:illumination (or lighting), camera

and cpu/gpu.

• Illumination. It is a critical part of a vision system and must

be carefully designed. The main purpose of lighting is to pro-

vide a consistent scene which keeps the environment monitored

by the camera apparently the same in every image captured [68].

Based to the subject object to the analysis, there are 3 aspects

to consider in order to design a good illumination system. The

first aspect is the lighting source (incandescent, fluorescent, halo-

gen, Xenon, LED), they differ for intensity and color. The second

aspect is the lighting arrangements (backlighting, front lighting,

side lighting, structured lighting, ring lighting) while the third

aspect is the lighting geometry (point lighting, diffuse lighting,

collimated lighting)[68].

• Camera. Talking about vision sensors, 2 categories of camera can

be identified. The first uses the CCD sensors, cameras with CCD

sensors provide high quality images with no noise and distortion.

On the other hand, the second category uses CMOS sensors, 100

times less power in terms of energy consumption than CCD and

faster in pictures capturing. Having less quality then CCD, how-

ever CMOS sensors are widely used and in the next few years they

are expected to cover almost the 100% of the market.
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• Cpu or gpu. They are the entities on charge to elaborate the im-

ages with specific algorithms. Nowadays the market offers general

purpose solutions with software which customize the application

(in this case intended as algorithm) running the program with

common computer hardware. Custom solutions involve dedicate

hardware instead, this means that ASIC or FPGA elaborators are

placed next to computers in the purpose to increase the speed of

the elaboration.

Thanks to the research in the robotic field, vision systems are con-

tinuously evolving. Even though vision sensors are already very pow-

erful and provide high quality images at very high frequency, machine

learning algorithms need to improve for applying the intelligence and

perspicacity of human in control where the high speed of the production

line and the small defect of the piece inhibit the role of human.

4.2 Fault detection and predictive main-

tenance: safety and downtime reduc-

tion

Globalization and more stringent requirements push managers to op-

timize all systems involved in their organizations. In this scenario,

maintenance plays a key role for reaching the KPI needed for equip-

ment reliability and availability [6].

In the last few years, maintenance approach has been moved from
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Repair Maintenance (RM) to Preventive Maintenance (PM) and Con-

dition Based Maintenance (CBM) which, by continuously monitoring

the equipment, estimate the degree of health of the equipment itself. In

this way, maintenance operations are accomplished only when directly

specified by the system analysis. CBM enables diagnostic detecting,

insulating and identifying faults (EN 13306 2001) by monitoring signals

of physical assets to mine information characterizing the health status

of the system [69]. Machine condition monitoring can play a major role

in plant maintenance. However, to take advantage of this relatively new

maintenance strategy, it is necessary to have an understanding of the

technology involved [70].

According to prognostic approach [71], the evolution of CBM is

PM that aims to predict the future trend of equipment health condi-

tion. Here, the purpose of PM is to estimate the Remaining Useful

Life (RUL) [72] of a physical system using intelligent algorithm and

automated programs.

Although PM offers an important evolution in the field of main-

tenance, diagnostic always remains a fundamental activity in assets

review. In fact, a physical system may ever suffer of faults never ob-

served and foreseen of PM algorithms.

Diagnostic methods are mainly subdivided in Model Based Methods

(MBM) and Process History Based Methods (PHBM) in relation to the

type of knowledge used in the development of the model [69].

Basically, the first, MBM, is based on a deep knowledge of the

physical process that enables the definition of a mathematical model
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in a white-box approach. The second, PHBM, needs a big amount

of historical data in order to define a relationship between input and

output in a black-box approach.

The story of MBM began in the early 1970’s applying the method-

ology to simple linear system [73]. It evolved afterwards when in 1978

Himmelblau applied the method to a chemical process [74]. Fault De-

tection Methods approach appeared in literature in 1975 instead, when

Pau L.F. published the article ”Failure diagnosis and performance mon-

itoring” [75]. Since 1993, PHBM open an interesting alternative to

MBM introducing black-box approach to solve fault detection problem

[69]. The even increasing amount of data acquired and complexity of

physical systems led engineers to experiment PHBM instead of MBM.

Although PHBM can be implemented in relatively few time with good

results, MBM is still preferable when the mathematical model of the

physical system is known.

In any case, no matter the type of diagnostic method or the com-

plexity of the diagnosis algorithm, in current industry process, it is

necessary to provide a Decision Support System (DSS) by monitoring

the operating conditions of plants and machines. Here, data collec-

tion is once again the first operation to accomplish since DSS wants to

be a reliable and useful item supporting production. Based on these

concepts, 5.2 and 5.3 will be presented in chapter 5. In these cases,

sometimes the diagnosis requires high frequency data and the elabo-

ration requires lot of resources in a little time, that is the reason why

these activities are performed locally on a particular gateway prepared
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for the purpose that contains the algorithm to run with the acquired

data, transmitting only the aggregated data.

4.3 Production scheduling: optimization

of resources

Think about monitoring and data acquisition can solve production

scheduling problems may sound strange. What people do not think

is that scheduling algorithms require a good deal of data and a deep

knowledge of the process you need to schedule. Then, to schedule op-

erations online and automatically, a stable and constant flow of data

from production is necessary. Well scheduling the production is an hard

work, but optimize the pallet processing through the machines of the

production line reduce the takt-time and increase the throughput of

the plant. For this reason, even more companies already automatically

schedule the withdrawals of raw material from stores and the delivery

of goods to the shipping area. Scheduling operations among the critical

phases of production requires, however, extremely precision and knowl-

edge of the process. In fact, complex algorithms are applied to solve job

shop problem [76] or other similar issues. In a few words, the job shob

problem can be described as a list of n jobs, each of them composed

by several operations and each job must be executed entirely on one of

the m machines available considering a certain number of constraints.

The goal is to reduce the makespan [77]. In this way, data such as the

right instant of availability of machines or the time to fulfill an order
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are necessary to really optimize the process.

One of the cases proposed in chapter 5 deals with scheduling in the

production. In that case the algorithm was implemented in a simulated

environment in order to avoid downtime and to provide a tested algo-

rithm ready for the production. Once again, the simulation model was

created using the data acquired by the monitoring system installed on

the plant. In this case, it is important to focus on the first part of the

architecture: the one which collect data from machine and store them

into the database. Even without a web platform, there are dozens of

applications which allow to extract data from a database and organize

them into structures suitable to be further elaborated with software

of analysis such as excel or Matlab. By the way, simulation is another

powerful tool which can be integrated with a monitoring system and to

provide a real digital twin according to the definition of CPS released

in chapter 2. Although the architecture proposed does not implement

a digital twin natively, the integration with custom algorithm coded in

a second time, ensure at the platform the capability to climb all the 5

levels of the 5C architecture. In fact, in spite digital twin is sometimes

embedded in the most modern machines, data analytics on stored data

can guarantee the same result in terms of timeliness of maintenance

and quality of production.

Regarding the open topic of production scheduling, simulation aims

to provide a forecast of the behavior of a plant or a machine offline

avoiding risk of downtime and elaborating the best schedule solution

for that production. Finally, even though monitoring system and sim-
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ulation appear as tool operating in different field, they can cooperate

and also coexist one inside the other in order to increase the quality of

production and reduce the time to delivery of company orders.
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Chapter 5

Applicative examples

In this chapter will be proposed some example in order to solve or cor-

rect industrial thematics talked in chapter 4. The concepts explained

in chapter 3 have been used even partially and applied on monitor-

ing cases. Nevertheless, the common point of the applicative examples

proposed is the acquisition of data from machines or devices in the

manufacturing industry. The versatility of the architecture designed

offers a wide range of applications where the use of the platform, and

the softwares linked, aim to improve the production. Moreover, even

though the system architecture has its own model and flow, the high

modularity of it ensures to exchange modules or components to get

always the best performance needed. For example, introduce another

noSQL database rather than Cassandra is possible editing a single class

of the software. In the cases proposed below, some of the components

of the software have been replaced by other more suitable for the ap-

plication. An aspect to emphasize is that the thesis is not proposing a
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study of architecture or a theoretical platform, but a real concept that

already runs in one or all its parts on industry plants and in the future

it will be installed in several other productions. As already said, all

the examples proposed are part of my work experience and treat work

I have directly followed.

5.1 Slag detection in continuous casting

process

Maintenance activities can be very expensive and most of cases the level

of it may condition the quality of the final product. One of the most

relevant sectors with this characteristic is the metallurgic industry, a

capital intensive process with need of high efficiency plants. In this sec-

tor, in which a better quality of material is required [78], the casting

phase is crucial for quality and, as critical part of casting, the control

and the monitoring of the slag during the casting phase is fundamental

to achieve the required performance. As a result, Slag Sensing Systems

(SSS) cover a top level of attention in molten steel Continuous Casting

Production (CCP) [79]. The purpose of this work was a vibrational

analysis and a characterization of the process of CCP in order to de-

velop a real time system of Vibrational Slag Detection (VSD) for a real

application [5].
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5.1.1 Plant and process description

As just said in the previous paragraph, one of the most critical opera-

tions in CCP is to detect the presence of slag. Nowadays, the most used

and reliable sensor in this process exploit the difference of magnetic con-

ductivity between slag and molten steel when they pass through the

sensor. Thus, the sensor wraps the shroud (the pipe that allows the

molten steel to flow under the ladle) where the steel passes at 1200Â°C,

for this reason the sensor is subjected to several maintenance activities

and replacements. Nevertheless, recent studies show how the vibra-

tional behavior of the system changes when the slag passes through the

shroud instead of steel. Those studies have come to the development

of a new approach for slag detection named VSD (Vibrational Slag De-

tection). The plant is described as depicted in figure 5.1, molten steel

flows from the ladle to the tundish through a nozzle valve: in order

to keep the temperature homogeneous within the metal, generally the

flow is isolated from external environment by a refractory shroud. Flow

control is implemented by an operational arm, that sets the section of

the nozzle valve affected by the flow.

Consequently, adding a tri-axial accelerometer on the arm, which

acquires vibrational signal, and an industrial computer, that processes

and monitors acquired signal, it is possible distinguish pure molten

steel from mixed steel with slag, increasing final product quality and

cleaning of the CCP [5].

In literature several articles deal with slag detection through a pos-

teriori processing of vibrational signal, hard to apply in the industrial
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Figure 5.1: Plant structure (source [5])

context, while no significant studies have been found about real-time

on-line detection [5]. In this work instead, an online application is pro-

vided and the new sensor is still used on the production plant by the

company.

5.1.2 Acquisition set-up and data analysis

In order to perform preliminary analysis of the vibrational signal, an

appropriate acquisition system is developed. It consists of a tri-axial

accelerometer, located on the operational arm, an industrial computer

and a software program. Taking into account the working temperature

and the frequency bandwidth, a piezoelectric ceramic accelerometer

TAA2230 (see table 5.1 for details), whose main technical specifications
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Table 5.1: Accelerometer technical specifications

Tri-axial accelerometer TAA2230
Parameter Value
Frequency range 1 - 15000 Hz
Sensibility 100 mV/g
Dynamic range +/- 50g peak
Temperature range -50 / +151 Â°C

are reported in 5.1, is chosen as the most suitable sensor to measure

vibrations [5].

The literature reports that the transition of the slag from the ladle

to the tundish is due to the formation of a sink vortex, that sucks

the slag into the nozzle [80]. Consequently, in the vibration signal

three main principal pouring status can be identified [79]: pure molten

steel status, the stable state before sink vortex formation, mixing slag

status, the unstable state in which sink vortex appears and vibration

amplitude becomes smaller, and all slag status, the stable state after

vortex penetration [5].

As the acquisition of vibrations is done on the continuous casting

plant, the environment may appear noisy and add lot of disturbance in

the signals. Here, applying a good filter on vibrations is very important

in order to analyze only those frequency components which contain

information of steel and slag behavior. The study of filters is a topic

that overcome the purpose of this thesis, then the figure 5.2 will present

the signal filtered with a Chebichev filter used in the algorithm.

Finally, the filtered signals are elaborated on site with an industrial

PC according to the edge computing paradigm and the trigger com-
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Figure 5.2: z-axis acceleration filtered (source [5])

mand is sent to a PC which manage the whole plant. The PLC shares

also data with the production and information systems, thus the status

of CCP can be propagated until it is shared remotely.

5.1.3 Results

After the experimental campaign, the company used as pilot declared

a Slag Detection Accuracy (SDA) of 95% against our forecast that con-

jectured the index around 90%. Although the electromagnetic sensor

is estimated with a SDA fo 98%, the VSD sensor costs more than 1000

times less compared to the previous. Now, after a period of test, the

definitive architecture of the VSD system is shown in figure 5.3. Briefly,

the signals acquired from the plant are quickly elaborated in an indus-

trial PC near the plant, the result of the elaboration is secondly sent
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to a PLC which manage all the actuators in the plant. The company

Figure 5.3: VSD system architecture (source [5])

decided to use their own GUI developing new panel pages in the cur-

rent production monitoring system. The aggregated values of triggers

and thresholds, with all other sensible data of the plant, are stored in a

NOSQL database for metrics used for afterwards quality analysis and

correction of errors.

5.2 Fault detection in circuit breaker

Maintenance strategies have evolved from standard cyclic maintenance

to more advanced approaches like Condition Based Maintenance and

Predictive Maintenance. Even if lot of work has been done regarding
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these methodologies applied on machines or industrial plants, the same

care is not applied to other critical devices. In the case of Low Voltage

Circuit Breakers, in particular for critical applications, conservative ap-

proaches are usually applied. That implies a scheduled replacement of

devices could occur with a significant Remaining Useful-Life. Not only

for the cost of devices, but mainly for the scheduling of maintenance

activities, this conservative approach force downtime and limited ser-

vice of the production plant. The work proposed deals with Pattern

Recognition techniques supporting the first step of prognostics of an

electrical circuit breaker. The goal is to develop a methodology for

Fault Detection.

5.2.1 methodology

Due to the complexity of the functional mechanism of this kind of

equipment, hard to be physically modeled, at the base of the diagnos-

tic model for LVCB, a Process History Based method has been used

following the steps described below [6]:

1. Data collection. In absence of basic knowledge of the physical

model, the system is over sensorized. Due to the high frequency

signals to acquire, the data analysis must be performed on the

gateway.

2. Feature extraction. Once data have been collected, a first elabo-

ration acts to distinguish the normal operational status and the

fault operational status is done.
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3. Feature selection. The step 2 can generate several features in

each fault operation status. In this step, the features identified

are filtered and the most significant ones selected.

4. Classifier design: This step aims to discriminate predicted opera-

tion status of the system.

5. Evaluation. The result is one or more KPIs which enable the

decision support.

For critical assets like the one used in the project, the rarely entry

into operation and the large amount of data needed for the analysis

required to arrange a test desk where perform a series of proof in row. In

fact, as mentioned by the company customer of the project, the average

life of the device without maintenance is 20.000/25.000 operations and

several devices must be destroyed in order to have a good data set to

start the feature extraction phase.

An aspect to take into consideration during the first 3 phases is that

the device is over sensorized then the feature selection phase can only

pick up those features which share signals from the same set of sensors.

In fact, only the sensors needed are kept and the classifier streamlined

to generate a productive release of the algorithm. Figure 5.4 shows

the architecture for the system object of the study. The elaboration of

the signals is performed at gateway level due to the wide bandwidth

required for the transmission of data from the gateway to the cloud.

In particular, data collection phase in a first stage of the work in-

volved in: tri-axial accelerometer placed on mechanical contacts, cur-
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Figure 5.4: System architecture

rent sensor and angular position sensor of the main shaft. The feature

extraction and selection phases highlighted one main feature based on

analysis of vibration, then only the accelerometer sensors kept in the

production system. A recap of the feature extraction and feature se-

lection is briefly here. Regarding feature extraction were used the fol-

lowing algorithms: DTW, EMD and FFT Slicer for acceleration elab-

oration, RMS for current absorption elaboration and amplitude and

duration for angular position of encoder elaboration. Feature selec-

tion, on the other hand, generates new features combining the ones

already existing starting from the feature extraction phase. This is

done using algorithms like Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and

Fisher Discriminant Analysis (FDA). While in this section the focus is

on the data collection, further information of the proposal can be find

in [6].

However, the results obtained, shown in figure 5.5, indicate that

from the start up to the first occurrence of the intermittent failure,

represented by the dashed line, the classifier associates the conditions

of functioning of the LVCB to the class of normal operation (blue line),

while from the replication subsequent to the termination of service,

the classifier associates the conditions of malfunctioning (red line). It
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follows that the developed classifier is capable to discriminate between

the normal operation and malfunction [6].

Figure 5.5: Result of classification for the component analyzed (source [6])

Since the circuit breaker has not got any interfaces to transfer data

from sensors, the gateway involves the network sensors with its acqui-

sition board for high frequency collection. The large amount of data to

elaborate forces to over boost the computational power of the gateway.

Even though, only the KPIs post elaboration are transmitted to the

cloud, sending also the acquisition signal related to a fault is a best

practice for further elaboration and recognition of the fault itself with

more complex algorithm at the cloud level. Fortunately, the elabora-

tion of the signal is performed only when the device opens its contacts

and this may happen among 0 and 3 times a day reducing the effort

of the CPU. This also means that I circuit breaker may also never

reach 20.000 operations in the whole life of the plant, that is why the
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company is considering whether industrialize the application or not.

In conclusion, the paper reports the application of a pattern recog-

nition methodology applied to low voltage circuit breaker [6]. From

an industrial perspective, this item is enabled by a reliable acquisition

of signals since the device is often placed in tiny and narrow space.

Moreover, this kind of devices are linked with voltage up to 1500V

and reliability of hardware such as sensors and gateway is critical for a

correct result of the elaboration.

5.3 Molds monitoring in press machinery

This section treats the maintenance of molds in manufacturing indus-

try. In this field of application, maintenance is enabled by traceability

of molds and monitoring of data process during the molding operations.

According to ISO 9000, -Traceability is the ability to identify and

trace the history, distribution, location, and application of products,

parts, materials, and services- . To enable traceability in the man-

ufacturing industry, companies use different technologies that can be

grouped into two classes depending on how the traceability system

works. In particular, 2 main technics can be distinguished: optical

technologies and non-optical ones. Traceability is enabled by optical

technologies when assets are identified by code directly printed on their

surface and readable by optical sensors. Most known methods are laser

etching, electrochemical etching, dot peen, labeling and ink-jet. On the

other hand, traceability is enabled by non-optical technologies when as-

sets are identified by RFID devices. Respect data matrix and QR code
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used in optical technics, RFID can be readable and writable. This

means that few information regarding the current status of the asset

monitored can be stored.

The meaning of traceability introduced above is necessary to un-

derstand the application explained in this section. The application is

particularly suitable in the manufacturing industry, where companies

share their assets with suppliers in outsourcing production. In fact,

by using automated traceability technologies combined with an appro-

priate IT infrastructure [?], real time monitoring of the location and

status of the assets are enabled, allowing the application of preventive

maintenance (PM) policies and optimization of assets movement.

The application must solve 2 main problem: improve the service of

maintenance and monitor the use of the molds. In particular, improv-

ing the service of maintenance means schedule the next maintenance

operation dynamically respect the effort of every mold. To do that,

various techniques can be used, for example image analysis of molds

or pieces produced, analysis of process parameter and simpler adding

a static threshold on the number of shots performed.

On the other hand, monitoring the use of the molds means contin-

uously check and verify the status of the production. Although the

second feature implies the first, scheduling the maintenance from data

production is not an effortless operation. In fact, the calculation of

Remain Useful Life (RUL) is a hot topic in literature and required

reliability of the result [81].

Starting from those features, the platform is integrated with the
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following functionality:

1. Review historian data by plotting intuitive graphs and displaying

raw data in a table.

2. Allow to upload photos using a smartphone with a dedicated ap-

plication.

3. Collect mold data automatically when it is working on the press

machine.

4. Allow to retrieve information from mold wherever it is, also offline.

5. Retrieve machine setup information from a server to help workers

in setting up operation.

6. Notify critical condition of molds and call for maintenance.

Analyzing the requirements above, it seems clear that the system

must be composed by a web application, a smartphone application, a

mold identifier and a device for automatically collect production data.

A web application allows users to access to information wherever in

the world only with an Internet connection. Using a responsive layout,

the information is displayable on any kind of device. In order to satisfy

the requirement number 4, also a smartphone application is essential.

The smartphone app contains locally on the phone all the functionality

needed for the offline consultation. Based on the requirements above,

a deep analysis on hardware and software technologies available has

been done.
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5.3.1 hardware requirements

Dealing with provider’s machines, the hardware device is required to

be plug & play and as less invasive as possible. Moreover, a standard

application requires standard protocol (the topic of field-bus protocols

was largely treated in chapter 3), this is not always possible since signal

data come from machines. The solution is to install a stand-alone

device able to capture the shot.

Discovering the market solutions, the attention fell down on a new

device which is mounted on the press machine and acquires, through

a proximity sensor, the shot instant. This device writes through NFC

technology the information of the shot on a RFID tag screwed on the

mold. Simultaneously, the same data are sent by HTTP protocol on a

web server.

Searching on the market for a suitable device, a prototype built by

Balluff caught the attention. The structure of the device is shown in

Figure 5.6 and briefly involves in 2 ethernet ports, 1 shot counter trigger

port, 1 port for a smart-light which report visually the state of mold and

1 or more ports suitable for RFID reader/writer. The communication

between sensors and actuators of the device is based on IOlink protocol.

Using more than one RFID writer, the device can manage multipart

molds collecting data from different TAG at the same shot. In fact,

it is not unusual in steel industry having molds composed by multiple

parts, one which form the main unit (the skeleton) and several other

which can be attached to the main part in order to constitute various

products.
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Figure 5.6: Balluff device

The Balluff device can thus collect shot data and register both, new

update on the RFIG tag and new record on the cloud history. Data on

the tag are transferred using NFC technology [82], this technology also
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enables the use of smartphones in production for maintenance purpose

in an industry 4.0 scenario. Data are sent on cloud architecture via

HTTP protocol using JSON format message. The message involves

information such as tag ID, warning and alarm thresholds, site where

the mold is placed, next maintenance activity date prediction, total

number of shots and timing information.

Considering the data listed above and the requirements specified for

the application, mold photos capturing feature, fundamental for RUL

analysis, must be implemented separately. So, the use of the smart-

phone can enable this feature allowing maintainers to take pictures of

molds.

5.3.2 software requirements

All the information collected by the Balluff device and the smartphone

application is further organized in the software architecture and avail-

able either through web browser or the smartphone application. Al-

though the device provides a prediction of next maintenance activity

already, algorithm for RUL based on image elaboration can be imple-

mented for a deeper analysis.

Exploiting the power and services on cloud infrastructure, the soft-

ware application is deployed on Amazon Web Services. This provides,

as shown in Figure 5.7, support for smartphone authentication, server-

less implementation of function for data ingestion, noSQL database

and virtual machine for web application.

According to the software architecture, shot data can follow 2 dif-
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Figure 5.7: software architecture

ferent flows: from Balluff device or from smartphone application to the

server. In any case, data are managed by Lambda function and a new

record pushed into the Dynamo database and subsequently retrieve for

visualization or analysis purpose. Since the smartphone application

needs network authentication, it has 2 levels of access: the first occurs

when the smartphone is offline, in this case the cloud synchronization

is disabled. The second occurs when the smartphone is online and

requires credential authentication through AWS Cognito. The authen-

tication ensures the log of every activity on the cloud in addition to

increase the level of security of the application.

The data management is performed using 2 different DBMS, the

first leans on non-relational solution while the second needs a relational

structure. In particular Dynamo DB stores shot records, it ensures fast

insertion for unstructured data order by a timestamp and separable for
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a key. MySQL, instead, provides the support for the web application,

account profiles, privileges, setup sheets and documentation bound to

molds are stored on it. The difference and strengths between the 2

solutions have been well explained in section 2.5.

Another important requirement is the interface with the monitoring

system. In this way, process data can be associated with shot data.

Parameters such as pressure, temperature and alerts can improve the

estimation and reliability of algorithms as RUL.

5.3.3 results

The platform described above is implemented and tested in a plastic

component manufacturer. In particular, the case study is focused on

the injection molding process, a widely diffused process in the world

of plastic production [83]: it expects that molten plastic material is

injected at high pressure by presses inside the molds, which vary ac-

cording to the type of product.

With system implementation, management expects that logistics

costs will reduce, through the structuring of warehouse management,

process control will increase, through setting automation of the process

parameters, the product quality will improve, through the application

of preventive maintenance policies, support for decision-making pro-

cesses will increase, through automatic generation of periodic reports.

Installation of the system consists of the following activities:

• Subdivision of the warehouse into predefined compartments, in

order to univocally define each possible location of the mold.
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• Mounting of the NFC tags on the company molds, in order to

identify them univocally, and relative initialization with the pro-

cess parameters.

• Installation of the gateway, described above, one for each injection

molding machine, in order to enable data transfer between molds

and information systems.

• Assembly of an NFC Writer / Reader on each machine in order

to identify the molds once they have been installed and to write

the operating status on them.

• Installation of a proximity sensor to count the number of beats

and to trigger the writing of data.

The interconnection is given by the interfacing of the gateways with

the company Wi-Fi network through the use of special routers.

The benefits found following the implementation of the system are

as follows:

• From the unstructured management of the warehouse to the struc-

tured management: in the past the mold research within the ware-

house was chaotic and dispersive, after system implementation the

operator can view the status of the mold on the smartphone and

its precise location in the warehouse, once the mold ID has been

entered. The same happens during relocation, when the opera-

tor places the mold in the position of competence. As a result,

logistical times are reduced by 20%.
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• From manual setting of the machine to self-configuration: in the

past, the machine configuration was manual, after implementa-

tion, once the mold is placed in the machine, the ID is detected

and through the high-level interfacing between the asset tracking

platform and the monitoring and control system the machine is

auto-configured. A reduction of non-conformities due to an incor-

rect insertion of the process parameters of 2% is noted.

• From visual analysis to preventive maintenance: in the past the

operator visually checked the condition of the mold, after the

implementation the number of measures for each mold the status

is monitored in real time, in order to compare it with estimated

thresholds, representing the permissible wear status. As a result,

maintenance times are reduced of 7%.

• From paper information to data digitization: in the past, the

transfer of data from production to administration took place on

paper, the system implementation enables automatic data trans-

fer and allows the generation of reporting for decision support.

5.4 SCADA system in textile machinery

Today, globalization and more stringent requirements push managers

to optimize all systems involved in their organizations and in particular

the operations processes which have great impact on productivity. In

this scenario, concepts as availability and time to repair play a key role

for achieving the desired Key Performance Indicators. To this end,
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the advanced of communication technologies can support practition-

ers in managing more efficiently production processes using advanced

approaches to plant / machine monitoring. Traditionally, Supervisory

Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems can support oper-

ations activities (mainly production and maintenance) and allow op-

erators to monitor and supervise the entire production process. As

the poor and simple products require high technology production pro-

cess, textile industry follows the trend and firstly joins the most recent

technologies in monitoring system field [84].

The work proposed below is a web-based SCADA for textile indus-

try ables to collect data from weaving machines (looms). The work was

commissioned by an important weaving machine manufacturer which

operates worldwide. The system stores data in a database and provides

a web view where users observe real-time data and historical data. This

solution addresses also the task to analyze data to extract productivity

and efficiency indexes. From Industry 4.0 point of view, this application

accomplishes the task to provide an instrument for CPSs monitoring

(each loom has its physical realization but also a virtual counterpart),

according to the paradigm of the Internet of Things (every loom has its

unique IP address). During normal operation these machines are fre-

quently subject maintenance activities since the threads that compose

warp and weft may break due to the tension applied. Thus, whenever

a thread breaks, the loom stops and cannot weave until the thread is

not adjusted. This kind of operation is not typically schedulable or

predictable and requires the intervention of a human operator to re-
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pair the fail and restart the machine. The proposed solution solves the

problem to notify this information to human operators in the shortest

possible time, considerably reducing loom downtime [84].

5.4.1 system architecture

The Figure 5.8 shows the global architecture of the monitoring system.

In that architecture, 3 main components can be identified.

Figure 5.8: Monitoring system software architecture

• Looms, the machines monitored and supervised. They dispose of

a Internet module, by means they can communicate over TCP/IP

and through a proprietary protocol with other IP entities. Looms,

through a polling policy, communicate their current status (e.g.
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motor RPM, warp tension, weft density etc. etc.) and, eventually,

the occurred faults. In particular, when a single parameter of the

loom changes, a new event containing all the information about

the machine status is generated and queued in an event buffer.

A TCP client can then request for 1 or more elements of the

mentioned buffer.

• Server, whose main tasks are collect data, store them into a

database and provide information to client devices. Periodically a

data collector module installed on the server interrogates looms,

that are reachable through their IP address. The information

received is saved into a relational database, in this case MySQL.

The consultation of real-time data and alerts is provided by a web

server. For this reason, Apache HTTP server has been adopted

with PHP server-side scripting language.

• Clients, Typically clients are computers, tablet or smartphone

which through a web browser show desired information according

to user permissions.

Working on TCP/IP protocols, looms, server and clients can po-

tentially be in three different LAN network accessing on the Internet

connection. This means that a single server can monitor looms placed

in different plants around the world. Although monitor a loom in the

opposite part of the world introduces high latency on the TCP proto-

col, the large deadlines on the looms protocol do not compromise the

functionality of the whole system.
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5.4.2 system features

Periodically polling looms, it is possible to monitor machines status

and get information about faults [84]. From the users’ point of view,

a global overview of machines would be very useful possibly with a

graphical representation that reflect physical or logical topology of the

plant or the plants. The Figure 5.9 shows an example of smart dash-

board of the system proposed. In this case, the dashboard represents

a physical disposition of looms in a weaving room of the plant. Each

rectangular block is a machine and contains few important parameters

of interest.

Figure 5.9: Example of dashboard

When a fault occurs, a message notifies the maintainer to fix the
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problem, watching the dashboard the fault is visible on the right-top

corner of the block representing the loom.

Another functionality concerns about elaborates fault information

for tracking defects in piece of cloth: when a loom stop weaving due

to a fault or a manual stop, in the piece a defect may appear and the

defect is much more remarked much more the stop lasts.

In addition to the functionalities illustrated, the system provides

historical analysis over data collected by means a series of filters se-

lectable by the user.

The system is now an important product of the company which

has gained competitiveness on the market offering an low cost SCADA

system to small and medium enterprises.

5.5 Simulation for plant scheduling

The last case presented is focused on simulation. As explained in chap-

ters 2 and 4, the simulation can be either a tool integrated in a monitor-

ing system or a stand alone tool used for first analysis on a production

system or a part of it. A production system is a complex structure char-

acterized by several rules to follow and different goals to achieve taking

into account various constraints set by the environment. Many actors

are involved in the design phase and in the production, planning and

control activities [85]. These systems, during their life, need to continu-

ously adapt to new market requirements, increasing the customization

level of the products, reducing cycle time, keeping high quality level at

lower costs. In order to achieve these objectives engineers must con-
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sider reconfigurability and flexibility aspects in the design phase of the

plant.

The work proposed deals with the reconfiguration and scheduling

optimization of a complex Flexible Manufacturing System and aims at

proposing a complete methodology from problem statement to anal-

ysis and solution that leverage on Discrete Event Simulation (DES).

Furthermore, a case study in an Italian company working in the au-

tomotive sector has been carried out in order to test and validate the

developed methodology. In more details, the application proposed aims

to optimize the production scheduling minimizing the Work In Process

(WIP) after introducing a new working phase in the plant. To this

purpose, DES is used since it allows to implement several what if sce-

narios and define the best configuration, taking into account the several

constraints of a real production system. About that, a deep analysis

of the plant is needed first, a strong data gathering performed and an

intensive simulation activity run.

5.5.1 simulation process

DES is a form of computer-based modeling that provides an intuitive

and flexible approach to represent complex systems. The simulation

process can be recount in 7 steps:

1. Determine the goals: goals suggest which areas are the focus.

2. Collect data: in this step is important to analyze the actual system

and check out what information are relevant to build the model.
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3. Build the model: An algorithm (the model) is built using dedi-

cated softwares.

4. Validate the model: before simulating and collecting the results,

a validation phase is fundamental. When the model is declared

not validate, the process must restart from step 2.

5. Simulate: define a simulation campaign and run it on acceptable

time horizon.

6. Analyze the results: results must be critically analyzed to decide

whether represent a valid information for the final goal. A nega-

tive answer could force the simulation process to restart from step

2

7. Final documentation: as a final step, the documentation report

should be filled with the information extracted from the simula-

tion.

To summarize the list above, the figure 5.10 represents graphically the

flow of operations. Even though the thesis is focused monitoring sys-

tems and data acquisition, data is the first requirement for simulation:

step 2 of the list above highlights how data are fundamental. Picking

up data from a production database favorite the work and lighten the

effort.

Anyway, for this specific work, the goal is to perform what if analysis

pretending the behavior of production after placing a new phase in the

process. To do that, the next steps were followed:
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Figure 5.10: Iteration of simulation process

1. AS-IS model definition. Here the current plant is modeled with

a specific software. Processing times, failures, resources, order

scheduling and all the other information are used to define con-

straints and activities in the model.

2. Validation. Here the AS-IS model is compared to the real plant.

Simulation results and real data collected are compared and vari-

ous indexes of error calculated on chosen KPIs in order to obtain

a degree of likelyhood.

3. TO-BE model definition. Once validated the model, it is modified

with the integration of the new production phase and a series of

scenarios defined to test several scheduling strategies.

4. What if cases. The scenarios defined in the previous phase are

then simulated and the results analyzed.
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Figure 5.11: Comparison between real and simulated production

5.5.2 results

First of all, figure 5.11 shows the results provided by the validation. For

semplicity, only one KPI analysis is shown. However, the likelyhood

between KPIs was performed using the Relative Squared Error (RSE)

(5.1), where yi is the real amount of pieces produced in day i and ŷi is

the same value obtained in the simulation environment.

RSE = ∑(yi−ŷi)
2

∑y2
i

(5.1)

For the validation phase, the worst RSE obtained is 4.87% since the

limite established to accept the model was 5%. Nevertheless, the what

if analysis showed a dangerous backlog of pieces in front of the new

production phase due to a different setup constraints compared to the

previous production phases. The solution proposed was to optimize

automatically the schedule in the early phases of production in order

to carry out containers with the right constraints to be processed in

the new plant. Next steps involve the test of the scheduling proposed
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and the integration of it into the SCADA system of the company.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future

Work

In this thesis, a new architecture for monitoring and SCADA systems

was presented. Chapter 2 has given a review of the state of the art of

web technologies, distributed systems architecture and DBMS available

focusing on how the improvements in such technologies have favored

the spreading of web platform to deliver services inside the company or

towards customers. The even increasing of computational performance

and bandwidth offer day by day new solutions in this field and then even

more applications are migrating towards web services. These consider-

ations are the starting point of the design of the architecture subject of

the thesis compliant with SOA and accessible from everywhere world-

wide. Moreover, a critic against the current literature has been moved,

due to the lack of topics related to communication gateway-server not

in terms of protocol or technology used, but at the information level.
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Chapter 3 treats the general features of the architecture and the

mechanisms which the monitoring system is based. In particular, how

data flows, how the system got configured and what database solution

was chosen in order to increase the performance. In fact, the database

was identified as the most critical part of the system in terms of per-

formance. The objectives of the architecture are the followings:

• Providing a monitoring system which ensure to avoid single point

of failure using a distributed approach.

• Collecting data from different machines using several protocols

without customize the tool but configuring it with a JSON file

remotely.

• Storing any type of data creating the structures needed on the

database, no matter the protocol used by the machine.

• Displaying the data collected through dashboard highly customiz-

able by an editor in the platform.

• Planning a way to introduce artificial intelligence by means ma-

chine learning algorithms for predictive maintenance or general

data analytics.

• Keeping the platform available for every kind of production.

These objectives have been achieved by developing a web platform us-

ing the latest technologies available. In particular, choosing python

as programming language for the server side platform, it throws open

for implementations of new intelligent modules and supported by a
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big community of developers who make available even more libraries.

Installing the platform on cloud and designing the infrastructure fol-

lowing the cloud principles, single points of failure are averted. For the

rest, the innovation dwells in the JSON configuration which set all the

structure where data are stored and dynamically builds web contents

to customize the HMI. This configuration, managed at cloud level, al-

lows moreover to easily implement a feedback of the information to the

machine or plant monitored.

Furthermore, chapter 4 provided a description of current problems

companies are facing and want to overcome in order to provide new

services and improve the satisfaction of customers. Here, an overview

of topics which predictive maintenance, quality control and production

analysis has been presented also introducing a brief content of the lit-

erature of those. The problems explained were an introduction for a

series of cases study where the use of the monitoring system proposed

can overcome the issue or even helps to reduce the disadvantage of

implementing none solution.

Finally, chapter 5 explained a series of cases study where the sys-

tem, or part of it, has been used. Although the topic of predictive

maintenance is hotly followed, it is not the only field of application

where a monitoring system like this can be installed. In fact, first of

all, the quality of a production is measured based on the quality of

data which are acquired and the n elaborated to extract useful indexes

to analyse the production.

Next steps in the development of the system are the extension of
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bus protocol drivers in order to increase the number of machines inte-

grable in the system and improve the mechanism to integrate custom

algorithms for data analytics. Moreover, the implementation of a VPN

connection from the system dashboard to the machine HMI for remote

diagnosis and maintenance.

Nevertheless, final considerations of the work proposed are:

• Industry which wants to adopt a monitoring system solution able

to easily scale, add, remove and edit rules in data collection, pro-

vide a centralized web-based point of access to all the data and

apply sophisticated algorithms for analysis should move towards

a cloud based system like the one explained in this thesis

• Systems for small stand alone applications which do not need to

be integrated with any other software and temporary test pur-

pose systems can continue to adopt old style architecture since

the effort to convert these applications does not really provide

performance improvements in the production line

• The privacy and ownership of the data gathered is not a good

reason not to prefer a cloud deployment instead of an on-premise

one
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Configuration:

customize the system

with a file

Since section 3.2 introduced the concept of configuration to customize

the monitoring system and made it flexible to acquire data from dif-

ferent machines, this thesis has not treated the topic in detail. In

this appendix, the whole example of the snap proposed is shown and

explained.

1 {
2 "config":"MODBUS_TCP",
3 "device_id":"COS01",
4 "device_ip":"192.168.0.2",
5 "device_port":502,
6 "polling_time":1000 ,
7 "store_period":"5",
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8 "machine":{
9 "vars":[

10 {
11 "reg_address":1,
12 "length":2,
13 "datatype":"int",
14 "var_id":"totale_cicli_macchina",
15 "endian":"big",
16 "store2db":false ,
17 "gw_type":"variable"
18 },
19 {
20 "reg_address":3,
21 "length":2,
22 "datatype":"int",
23 "var_id":"totale_lotto_prodotto",
24 "endian":"big",
25 "store2db":false ,
26 "gw_type":"variable"
27 },
28 {
29 "reg_address":5,
30 "length":2,
31 "datatype":"int",
32 "var_id":"totale_pezzi_scatola",
33 "endian":"big",
34 "store2db":false ,
35 "gw_type":"variable"
36 },
37 {
38 "reg_address":7,
39 "length":2,
40 "datatype":"int",
41 "var_id":"totale_pezzi_ok",
42 "endian":"big",
43 "store2db":false ,
44 "gw_type":"variable"
45 },
46 {
47 "reg_address":9,
48 "length":2,
49 "datatype":"int",
50 "var_id":"totale_pezzi_ko",
51 "endian":"big",
52 "store2db":false ,
53 "gw_type":"variable"
54 },
55 {
56 "reg_address":21,
57 "length":1,
58 "datatype":"int",
59 "var_id":"target_macchina",
60 "endian":"big",
61 "store2db":false ,
62 "gw_type":"variable"
63 },
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64 {
65 "reg_address":151,
66 "length":1,
67 "datatype":"int",
68 "var_id":"macchina(ignore)",
69 "endian":"big",
70 "store2db":true ,
71 "gw_type":"alarm",
72 "extract":[{
73 "mask":1,
74 "value":1,
75 "var_id":"pc_offline"
76 },
77 {
78 "mask":2,
79 "value":2,
80 "var_id":"attesa_automatico_remoto"
81 },
82 {
83 "mask":4,
84 "value":4,
85 "var_id":"mancato_transito_pallet"
86 },
87 {
88 "mask":8,
89 "value":8,
90 "var_id":"allarme_lotto_terminato"
91 }
92 ]
93 },
94 {
95 "reg_address":301,
96 "length":1,
97 "datatype":"int",
98 "var_id":"velocita_macchina",
99 "endian":"big",

100 "store2db":true ,
101 "gw_type":"variable"
102 },
103 {
104 "reg_address":401,
105 "length":2,
106 "datatype":"int",
107 "var_id":"tempo_automatico",
108 "endian":"big",
109 "store2db":true ,
110 "gw_type":"variable"
111 },
112 {
113 "reg_address":402,
114 "length":2,
115 "datatype":"int",
116 "var_id":"tempo_allarme",
117 "endian":"big",
118 "store2db":true ,
119 "gw_type":"variable"
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120 }
121 ],
122 "groups":[
123 {
124 "name":"Ascensore",
125 "vars":[{
126 "reg_address":102,
127 "length":1,
128 "datatype":"int",
129 "var_id":"ascensore(ignore)",
130 "endian":"big",
131 "store2db":true ,
132 "gw_type":"warning",
133 "extract":[
134 {
135 "reg_address":157,
136 "length":1,
137 "datatype":"int",
138 "var_id":"ascensore(ignore)",
139 "endian":"big",
140 "store2db":true ,
141 "gw_type":"alarm",
142 "extract":[{
143 "mask":1,
144 "value":1,
145 "var_id":"allarme_inmanuale_ascensore"
146 },
147 {
148 "mask":2,
149 "value":2,
150 "var_id":"allarme_portelle_ascensore"
151 },
152 {
153 "mask":4,
154 "value":4,
155 "var_id":"allarme_blocco_ascensore"
156 }
157 ]
158 },
159 {
160 "reg_address":307,
161 "length":1,
162 "datatype":"int",
163 "var_id":"velocita_ascensore",
164 "endian":"big",
165 "store2db":true ,
166 "gw_type":"variable"
167 }
168 ]
169 },
170 {
171 "name":"StazioneA",
172 "vars":[
173 {
174 "reg_address":152,
175 "length":1,
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176 "datatype":"int",
177 "var_id":"macchinaA(ignore)",
178 "endian":"big",
179 "store2db":true ,
180 "gw_type":"alarm",
181 "extract":[{
182 "mask":1,
183 "value":1,
184 "var_id":"allarme_inmanuale_A"
185 },
186 {
187 "mask":2,
188 "value":2,
189 "var_id":"allarme_portelle_A"
190 },
191 {
192 "mask":4,
193 "value":4,
194 "var_id":"allarme_blocco_A"
195 },
196 {
197 "mask":8,
198 "value":8,
199 "var_id":"allarme_manca_pezzo_A"
200 },
201 {
202 "mask":16,
203 "value":16,
204 "var_id":"allarme_alim_pezzo_A"
205 }
206 ]
207 },
208 {
209 "reg_address":302,
210 "length":1,
211 "datatype":"int",
212 "var_id":"velocita_stazioneA",
213 "endian":"big",
214 "store2db":true ,
215 "gw_type":"variable"
216 }
217 ]
218 },
219 {
220 "name":"StazioneB",
221 "vars":[
222 {
223 "reg_address":153,
224 "length":1,
225 "datatype":"int",
226 "var_id":"macchinaB(ignore)",
227 "endian":"big",
228 "store2db":true ,
229 "gw_type":"alarm",
230 "extract":[{
231 "mask":1,
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232 "value":1,
233 "var_id":"allarme_inmanuale_B"
234 },
235 {
236 "mask":2,
237 "value":2,
238 "var_id":"allarme_portelle_B"
239 },
240 {
241 "mask":4,
242 "value":4,
243 "var_id":"allarme_blocco_B"
244 },
245 {
246 "mask":8,
247 "value":8,
248 "var_id":"allarme_manca_pezzo_B"
249 },
250 {
251 "mask":16,
252 "value":16,
253 "var_id":"allarme_alim_pezzo_B"
254 }
255 ]
256 },
257 {
258 "reg_address":303,
259 "length":1,
260 "datatype":"int",
261 "var_id":"velocita_stazioneB",
262 "endian":"big",
263 "store2db":true ,
264 "gw_type":"variable"
265 }
266 ]
267 },
268 {
269 "name":"StazioneC",
270 "vars":[
271 {
272 "reg_address":154,
273 "length":1,
274 "datatype":"int",
275 "var_id":"macchinaC(ignore)",
276 "endian":"big",
277 "store2db":true ,
278 "gw_type":"alarm",
279 "extract":[{
280 "mask":1,
281 "value":1,
282 "var_id":"allarme_inmanuale_C"
283 },
284 {
285 "mask":2,
286 "value":2,
287 "var_id":"allarme_portelle_C"
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288 },
289 {
290 "mask":4,
291 "value":4,
292 "var_id":"allarme_blocco_C"
293 },
294 {
295 "mask":8,
296 "value":8,
297 "var_id":"allarme_manca_pezzo_C"
298 },
299 {
300 "mask":16,
301 "value":16,
302 "var_id":"allarme_alim_pezzo_C"
303 }
304 ]
305 },
306 {
307 "reg_address":304,
308 "length":1,
309 "datatype":"int",
310 "var_id":"velocita_stazioneC",
311 "endian":"big",
312 "store2db":true ,
313 "gw_type":"variable"
314 }
315 ]
316 },
317 {
318 "name":"StazioneD",
319 "vars":[
320 {
321 "reg_address":155,
322 "length":1,
323 "datatype":"int",
324 "var_id":"macchinaD(ignore)",
325 "endian":"big",
326 "store2db":true ,
327 "gw_type":"alarm",
328 "extract":[{
329 "mask":1,
330 "value":1,
331 "var_id":"allarme_inmanuale_D"
332 },
333 {
334 "mask":2,
335 "value":2,
336 "var_id":"allarme_portelle_D"
337 },
338 {
339 "mask":4,
340 "value":4,
341 "var_id":"allarme_blocco_D"
342 },
343 {
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344 "mask":8,
345 "value":8,
346 "var_id":"allarme_manca_pezzo_D"
347 },
348 {
349 "mask":16,
350 "value":16,
351 "var_id":"allarme_alim_pezzo_D"
352 }
353 ]
354 },
355 {
356 "reg_address":305,
357 "length":1,
358 "datatype":"int",
359 "var_id":"velocita_stazioneD",
360 "endian":"big",
361 "store2db":true ,
362 "gw_type":"variable"
363 }
364 ]
365 },
366 {
367 "name":"StazioneE",
368 "vars":[
369 {
370 "reg_address":156,
371 "length":1,
372 "datatype":"int",
373 "var_id":"macchinaE(ignore)",
374 "endian":"big",
375 "store2db":true ,
376 "gw_type":"alarm",
377 "extract":[{
378 "mask":1,
379 "value":1,
380 "var_id":"allarme_inmanuale_E"
381 },
382 {
383 "mask":2,
384 "value":2,
385 "var_id":"allarme_portelle_E"
386 },
387 {
388 "mask":4,
389 "value":4,
390 "var_id":"allarme_blocco_E"
391 }
392 ]
393 },
394 {
395 "reg_address":306,
396 "length":1,
397 "datatype":"int",
398 "var_id":"velocita_stazioneE",
399 "endian":"big",
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400 "store2db":true ,
401 "gw_type":"variable"
402 }
403 ]
404 },
405 {
406 "name":"Discesore",
407 "vars":[
408 {
409 "reg_address":158,
410 "length":1,
411 "datatype":"int",
412 "var_id":"discensore(ignore)",
413 "endian":"big",
414 "store2db":true ,
415 "gw_type":"alarm",
416 "extract":[{
417 "mask":1,
418 "value":1,
419 "var_id":"allarme_inmanuale_discensore"
420 },
421 {
422 "mask":2,
423 "value":2,
424 "var_id":"allarme_portelle_discensore"
425 },
426 {
427 "mask":4,
428 "value":4,
429 "var_id":"allarme_blocco_discensore"
430 }
431 ]
432 },
433 {
434 "reg_address":308,
435 "length":1,
436 "datatype":"int",
437 "var_id":"velocita_discesore",
438 "endian":"big",
439 "store2db":true ,
440 "gw_type":"variable"
441 }
442 ]
443 }
444 ]
445 }
446 }

As printed, the configuration is divided in 2 parts, the header and

the body. The header contains the information needed to connect the

gateway to the machine and how to manage data. In fact, the type

of protocol (MODBUS TCP) , the IP address (192.168.0.2) and the
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IP port (502) are specified here. Not in this case, but for other types

of protocol, the header may contain credentials to securely connect to

the machine and/or path to certificates. The header also contains in-

structions about polling time (expressed in milliseconds) and the time

between saving into the database consecutive samples of the same vari-

able (expressed in seconds).

Differently, the body of the configuration contains the variable to

read from the machine. These variables are organized hierarchically

in 4 levels, from the top: machine level, to the bottom: device level

going through group and subgroup levels. The user can decide to use

all or a limited selection of levels, but always from the top to the

bottom. For instance, the machine level can contain a list of variables

and a list of groups containing in turn other variables and a list of

subgroups. Anyway, the level machine can not contain directly a list

of devices without containing groups and subgroups first. However,

a configuration may contain hundreds or even thousands of variables

split hierarchically in different levels.

Depending of the protocol used, every element in the body contains

common and custom fields. In the example presented above is shown

a MODBUS configuration and presents the following custom fields:

• reg address, address of the 16 bits register where the variable

begins.

• length, number of consecutive 16 bits registers which contains

the variable.
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• endian, indicates with the string big or little if the sequence of

registers is to sort big-endian or little-endian, in case the field

length is equal to 1, this field is of course irrelevant but mandatory.

• extract, optional array of variable needed when a single register

contains multiple boolean values. This is very common using

MODBUS protocol, an extract element contains a mask, used

to perform an AND operation, and a value, used to compare the

result of the previous operation and then produce a boolean value.

In any case, every variable is characterized by the following fields:

• var id, the identifier of the variable, it must be unique in the

configuration.

• datatype, indicates the type of the variable (int, text, boolean,

...).

• data2store, gives the information whether the variable is real-

time only or the server must save it in a persistent database.

• gw type, the monitoring system uses this field to subdivide ev-

ery variable in 3 different types: variable as data information or

warning and alarm as data to notify with 2 level of critical issue.

Thus, the configuration contains both, information regarding the

structure of the machine and the information regarding the ”method”

for data retrieving. The first is used to generate content from a GUI

point of view while the second is used from a gateway point of view

to retrieve data from the machines. Since several parameters in the
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header configuration are shared between all the variables, the structure

analyzed is a trade-off between level of customization of the system in

the acquisition phase and simplicity to tune the system in phase of

configuration.

Creating a new configuration, adding or removing variables of an

existing configuration or completely deleting one from the web inter-

face directly gives, in a few seconds, the instruction at the system to

include or exclude variables. This process involves, but not only, the

creation of new structures in the database to store the new variables

added and the automatic update of the web interface with the new

information. The creation of the structures in the database is a critical

activity for the system because there is not a direct feedback for the

user that can see only an abstract view of the structures, but they are

essential to store data properly. That is why, the software parts which

manage configurations, database and data exchange between gateway

and acquisition module must be fully and widely tested before release

the architecture.
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